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Chapter I 
Incarceration During Fiscal Restraint: 

The Problem for Policy-Makers 

There may be no issue more important in the comi~g decade 

than the COSlt of corrections, particularly the cost of incarce-

ration. The documentation of the problem includes statistics 

that are frequently repeated: prison populations have increased 

oVer 60 percent nationwide,l overcrowded copditions persist. in 
2 the correctional facilities of nearly every state, and harsher 

sentenci~g coc.leshave gained a sweeping popul·arity, moving state 

officials in directions which generally lead toward more extensive 

f ' t' 3 use 0 ~ncarcera ~on. At the same time, states face pending 

financial crises--currently, 24 Dtates are affected by court orders 

which declare existing penal operatio~s uncoristi.tutionally in-
4 adequate; recent court decisions hold government and its employees 

liable for injuries to prisoners arising from unconstitutional 

conditions;5 current plans call 'for $8 billion dollars in new 

6 construction expenditures alone, not including operating costs; 

and it is estimated that such costs themselves will increase up 
7 to 60 percent in the next decade. "It is not overstating the 

'.) 

case to say that, in light of the currently popular government 

approach of fiscal restraint, the economic crisis facing corrections 

will be as much a political problem as a monetary one. Indeed, 

the responses of the legislative and the executive branches of 
\, 

government to this problem have been sometimes curious, gi veri the 

critical nature of the problem in many states. 8 

o 
I 
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However,' too frequently the problem of rising costs is 

thought to be primarily due to increases in crime confuined with 

pressures for greater use of imprisonment. Policy-makers in 

every state are confronted with familiar scenarios; more 

criminals are cOminitting crimes; more criminals need to be sent 

to prison so that less crimes will be committed; more dollars are 

needed so that more criminals can be put away. In reality, the 

forces which inf~uence incarceration costs are much mare comp1i-
"'. /~ i ' 

cated. Below, we briefly explore some of the more crucial aspects 

of this problem. 

The Problem Redefined 

Public treatment of the recent growth in prison and 

jai~ populations tends to focus on assessments of the crime 
!, t;-

rate, which is usually ,depicted as rising. Such assessments 

are not only ,inaccurate but are misleading approaches t9 an 

understanding of ,the population boom. Uniform Crime Reports 

.(UCR),9 which are maintained by the FBI and based upon the 

voluntary reports of ,citizens, provide data from which most 

publicized estimates of ,criminality are drawn. Yet numbers 

of ,crimes reported to the police comprise as little as half 

of ,the total amount of ,crime, according to more accurate 
" , 10 

measures, sudh as victimization surveys. Upon the incorpora-

tion of ,these more accurate measures into the analysis, it is 

no longer poss~ble to explain' population increases solely in 

terms of crimes committed. 

'-----~~-------------------.. -------.-- .--. 
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Recently, attention has been directed toward the develop

ment of more appropriate explanations of prison population 

increases. Popular policy options, such as mandatory sentencing, 

corr~unity corrections subsidies, repeat offender provisio~s 

and even new prison construction have all been positively 

linked to increases in inmate populations, although the effects 

of each have been fouud to vary from state to state. ll The 

point is that policy-:makers are in a position to proactively 

manage the flow ofof~~nders through the system. 

Much of .the policy-maker's justification for increased 

use of .limited incarceration resources may be predicated on 

assumptions concerning the benefitsoff~red by this sanction. 

In fact, much of .the research related to this topic suggests 

that these kinds of policy ,reform are .. mCra likely to contribute 
, 

to overcrowding without meaningf~affecting levels of ,crime. 12 

Despite a wide range of methodological limitations, a very. 

I b d f ' d 13' k' 1 h b 'I' t f arge 0 y oev~ encecasts a s ept~ca ey~ on t ea ~ ~ y 0 

.. 
incarcerative measures t.o seriously affect the number of ,crimes 

committed. 

The crime-control, capacity of incarceration varies 

according to the benefit anticipated. Examinations of incapaci-

tative effects, for example, can produce very different estimates 

of averted crime, depending upon the assumptions which are employed 

regarding the number of crimes felons would be committing were they 

not in prison. Nonetheless, most of these estimates are discouraging, 

----~-~-----------~----------.~, ._._- -~- --~,. 
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at 1-18 percent. 14 Higher estima-es have been offered, 

" " 

but these studies are normally based on less tenable assumptions. 1S 

Deterrence, on the other hand, presupposes that the 

criminal justice system will behave in a way in which, in fact, 

it has been shown not to behave. Evaluations Of stif~ 

d t It O 16 . 1 1 h f 1 f man a ory pena ~es cons~stent y revea t e re usa 0 ,system 

of~icialS! to "waste" scarce incarceration space on those 

offenders for whom they feel the full force of ,the system is 

ju~tnot warranted. Research which has been favorable to the 

,hypothesis that potential of~~nders can be deterred from 

OttO 0 17 th h h d ff f 0 comm~ ~ng cr~es, on e ot er an, su ,ers ~om ser~ous 

methodological'drawbacks. 

Two final categories of crime control~-rehabilitation 

and ,special deterrence--,offur' perhaps the least encouraging 
, , 

support in fqvor of ,the use of ,incarceration. Literally, 

hu~dreds of ,stud.iesl8 have indicated that prisons do not 

rehabilitate, y~t 
~'> 

it is unlik~11y ,that costly ,prison programs 

can be eliminated f 0' )11 0 f' h 0 • d' ~ompr~son' l.~. T ere ~s some e:v~ ence 

f~om the behavioral sciehcesthat is supportive of ,the crime 

control benef~ts of ,punishment celerity, but celerity ,is nearly 

impossible to obtain in a sy~tem which honors due process and 

otherwise has a ,limited capacity ,to proceed quickly. 

Confquriding traditional responses to an inadequately. 

perceived problem is' the extreme expense associated with ,the 

expansion of ,prison capacity _, Few 'would argue that prison 

construction is not a costly endeavor. Yet all too often , , 
0' decisions concerning new prison construction are fqrmed using 

i 
, i 
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figures--typically per bed estimates--which tend not only to 

understate the actual costs of building correctional facilit£es, 

but which fail to reflect the full range of monetary ,considera-

tions ~ commitment to incarceration involves. 

Researchers of ,the topic of ,incarceration costs .agree 

that as much a~ one-tp.ird of ,prison costs may ,be regularly 

unreported~ 'In the case of new construction, the largest hadden 

costs may encompass architectural fees, equipment costs, site 

acquisition, and preparation, insurance and bid, and construction 

supervislon. 19 If the construction effort must be f~nanced, 

original estimates canquadrtiple. 20 For the existing prison, 

hidden expenses can include pensions and fl;'inge' benef~ts, aria 

the costs of outside services. 21 

. Commonly quoted per bed estimateJ generally do not len.d 

themselves to the analYE!is 6f ,the many ,cost-related issues 

integral to the maintenance of an incarceration policy., For 

example, per,,::,cell f~gures do not refl:ect the'costs of ,running 

~n institution y~ars into the f~ture--y~t any:commitment to 

build is tantamourit. to,a commitment to operate. Moreove~, 

incarceration leaves little opportunity for later reductions 

in costs, in that most of ,the expenses associated with the use 
,. 

of .prisons are f~xed and can decrease on'ly ,slightly ,with dimin-

ished populations. The acceptance of the extreme costs of ,new 

co:nstruction may ,be conditioned on the belief ,that current 

demand fqr cell space will be met by ,this strategy. However, 

(! 

--"~---~~-~------~---------.--- ....... -_. --
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h 22 h' . d' t d h .. " researc ers ave ~n ~,cae t at th~s ~s not .an ;~n6T.~tab1e. resuLt· 
\)' . 

of construction policies. At any.rate, prisons can take up to 

~ five years to construct,23 and the~efore are not realistic 

solutions to immediate demands. Per bed estimates can errone-

ously ,assume that institutions will comply ,with contemporary 

standards of ,operation, but 'if .they .do not,'compliance costs 

can be cripPling. 24 Finally, per bed estimates, by themselves, 

precluCleconsicteration of ,other uses of .the same f~nds. 

Ef~~cient u¢e of .f~scal resources calls for def~nitive infqrrna

tion on a wide range of .op.tions, including both incarcerative 

and non-ip.carcerative sanctions. 

Theoretj.cally, a wide variety of approaches is' available 

fqr punishing of~enders, although feasibi,li ty <;>f some ,_options 

may be limited. Alternative punishment strategies, 'including 

va;t:'iations of .incarcerative measures, offer no less crime 

control, and can be substantially ,cheaper • 

. Past experiences with c'ertain' options-"':,s:uch as pretrial 

services--ip.dicate that the use of alternative measures may, 

not automatically ,significantly .af~ect the!"nunibers of .persons, 

. d .. 25 ft th" .. f . sentence to pr~son. Too 0 ,en, e ~ntent~ons'o non-~p.car-

'cerative options are distorted and replaced with practices 

which only ,"widen the net". Moreover, responsibilitY.forthe 
, . . 

development of ,these other strategie's is f~equently .leftto 

only ,a few actors in the cr;i.minal justice process. Yet a recent 

nationwide assessment of ,options currently ,employed to reduce 

prison overcrowding26 indicates that, i~ reality, creation and 

o 

L...:-'.. ____ ~~ ______ ~ _____ -'--__ ._.~, .~. ___ . _____ .~~ ____________ _ 
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22 . 'd' t d that this is not .an ,iner.±:t'ab~,resl.iJ.,;t . researchers have ~n ~ca e 

of construction policies. At any ,rate, prisQns can take up to 

five years to construct,23 and therefore are not realistic 

solutions to immediate demands. Per bed estimates can errone

ously assume that institutions will comply ,with contemporary 

standards of operation, but if ,they ,do not, 'compliance costs 

24 '11 bed estimates, by themselves, can be crippling.' F~na y, per 

precluqe consideration of ,other uses of the same f~nds. 

Ef~~cient use of ,f~scal resources calls for def~nitive infqrma

tion on a wide ra;nge of .options, including both incarcerative 

and non-i;ncarcerative sanctions. 
"\, 

Theoretically, a wide variety of approk~\hes is' available 
\ ' 

~. 1:: ' fqr punishing of~enders, although feasibili ty ,9f some ,.oP ~ons 

may be limited. Alternative punishment strategies,including 

~ariations of ,inca~cerativemeasures, offer no less crime 

control, and can be substantially ,cheaper. 

, Past experiences with certain' options--,such as pretrial 

, th f alternative measures may, services--indicate that e use 0 

notautomatically,sidnificantlY ,af~ect the nurribers of ,persons, 

sentenced to prison. 25 Too 6f~en, the intentions'of 'llon-i;ncar

cerative options are distorted and replaced with practices 

which only ,"\'liden the net". Mdreo~er, responsibility ,for the 

development'of ,these other strategies is fI;'equentlY,left to 

only a few actors in the criminal j~stice process. Yet a recent 

nationwide assessment of ,op.tions currently ,employed to reduce 

prison overcrowding26 indicates that, in reality, creation and 

to' 
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promotion of alternative measures can involve a wide range 

of policy-makers, from both within and outside the system, 

including legislatures, prosecutors, the judiciary, private 

agencies, probation and parole and the governor's office in 

addition to departments of corrections. When one views the 

potential contributions which each of these actors can make 

through controlling both the f~ow of ,offenders into prison 

(and therefqre, irito alternative options) and length of ,stay, 

it becomes increasingly ,evident that crises such as the 

one which ,currently ,f~ces corrections can be averted. 

Remedies 

The preceeding discussion illustrates the complexity of , 

the prison costs' issue. Contrary to public sentiment,' sharp 
.. •. 1... 

increases in prison populations are not the immediate result 

of ,a larger number of actors operating outside the bourids of 

legal behavior. Rather, the crisis is the more direct outcome 

of an uncoordinated mix' of ,system approaches, .to .an inaccurately, 

diagnosed problem. Solutions which require extreme monetary 

commitment yield less, than desirable results at'a higher cost 

than anticipated, even though less expensive means are avail-

able which of~~r similar ends. '1 .. his, and not the familiar 

scenario recounted ea,rlier, is the problem which presently 

conf~onts the policy-:maker. It is imperitivethat the decision-

maker begin' to take action toward relief of ,the current crisis, 
~t 

and responsible action must be based upon an infqrmed 

II 
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assessment of the problem. Subsequent actions might include 

the following strategies: 

The adoption of short-,range solutions which are, sensi ti ve 

to the needs of. corrections a.dministrators. Overcrowding is 

indicative of a breakdown occurring in the later stages of 

what should have been the evenly distributed flow of offenders 

through the criminal justice process. To beeff~ctive, the 

short-range solution must involve whatever options may .be 

available at the,latter end of ,the system. Obviously, immediate 

remedies which alter the flow of persons into prison leave 

the overcrowding problem untouched. Viable backend strategies 

must be directed toward decreasing s·entence length of .those 

persons already in prison, reduqing cl!rrent capacity, or both. 

Mechanisms which are available to achieve these aims include 

work-r.elease, furloughs, clemency,. emergency overcrowdin.g legis-

lation, lower custody placements, parole and early release. 

The adoption oflong~r~nge solution which can 'effectively 

match supply with demand. Basically, what is being referred 

to here is' the development of .resource management framework 

fqr action. This approach presupposes the interaction of a wide 

spectrum 'ofdecision-m~kers who are ultimately responsible for 

creating a demand for incarceration--e,. g ~ I legislators, who 

pass stiff~r penalties, but who can authorize the adoption of . 

less drastic means, such as restitution, ,or special probation; 
'~ 

prosecutors, who can press fqr non-custodial sanctions, and 
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members of the judiciary, who can employ them; officials of 

departments of corrections, who can revise classification 

practices to adhere to more accurate criteria--with those 

parties, e.g., prison and jail administrators, who are charged 

with the responsiblity of managing a limited supply of 

incarceration space. While construction of additional prison 

capacity offers one long-term avenue toward relief of over

crowding, decision-makers must realize that this is a sluggish 

measure requiring extreme expense for little gain in capacity. 

Some Observations 

The preceding treatment of the crisis in corrections and 

potential re~ponses bares two critical impediments facing 

those parties'whose job it is to deal~with the problem. The 

f~rst of these is that constructive solutions to the current 

crisis depend upon the working union of parties who normally 

perform their duties apart from each other. Seldom do they 

have to conf~ont the ultimate impact of their occasional decis

ions about corrections, and even less frequently are they able 

to develop an interacting, supporti~e network for addressing 

the problem. 

A second impediment, and certainly a crucial one, is the 

lack of infqrmation at the policy-~maker' s disposal upon which 

he or she can make rational decisions. Clearly, a considerable 

gap exists between the f~ui ts of .prison cost-relat.ed research 

and the behavior of .the policy~m~king community. This should 
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come as little surprise, since the training and experience of 

most of these individuals are rooted in fields other than 

corrections, and the pressures of corrections administration 

often leaves these officials uninformed of corrections researche 

The point is that all too often key decision-makers are unaware 

of the information that is already available which can help 

them in policy decisions regarding incarceration costs. Their 

needs for i~form~tion can be.divided into three major ca~egQries. 

At the most basic level, decision-makers need descriptive 

data on incarceration costs. These should include a detailed 

description of all IIbricks and mortar" costs, in addition to 

an account of all potential operating costs.~ To be most.helpful, 

cost f~gures should transcend the bouridaries typically associ

ated with public corrections budgets. ~ Such 'a descriptio~ should 

be capable of .ref~ecting other costs committed, such as the 

amortized construction debt. Beyond the mere· distribution of 

costs by categories, decision-makers need to be aware of the 

degree to which these costs are., supject to alteration due to 

policy and population changes. 

A second category of ,costs infqrmation needed by decision

makers involves projections' of ,the' demand for incarceration 

space, since these are critical to, their role as final 

authority.over policy ,planning. The 'point here is not the 

provision of ,a crystal ball prediction of fqture need, '\l=dnce 

projections were never intended fqr this purpose. Because 

they are unscientific guides, projections can only be as 
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accurate as the assumptions, or trends, upon which they are 

based~ Trends are nonetheless important, of course, because 

they show the demand for resources which may be experienced 

11 

by the corrections agency a For the policy-maker, trend data 

can be used to reflect the differential impact of different 

operati~g assumptions--especially punishment policy options. 

For example, . projections that include alternate representations 

for pending sentencing reforms'l optional redistributions of 

penalties emphasizi~g community corrections, changes in the 

t t of the Population and differing economic fore-~ge s ruc ure 

casts can all demonstrate helpful points reg~rding the vola

,tility of prison costs. The point is that various policy-

~ t demonsr_rate the degree to which produced cost ~orecas s 

decision-makers, through enactment of policies that influence 

incarceration, have the capacity to artificially inflate the 

costs of prisons. 
.----:::::~::-.- -<~ 

The final cat~gory of co~~~;::~ata with which. policy-makers 
/~ 

should be equipped is infoplcfution regarding alternative 
>~/ 

expenditures for the corrections dollar. One particularly 

meani~gful measure here is the conceptualization and comparison 

of punishment lIexperiencesll.27 Simple per client estimates of 

service tend to disguise the fact that different punishment 

options are applied for varying lengths of time. When per 

client costs (calculated by dividing an institution's or 

program's ope;r,ating costs by the number of its inmate days) 
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I are similar for programs which otherwise involve dissimilar 

f 
sentence durations, the failure to take sentence length into 

account can lead to erroneous conclusions regarding the optimum 

( use of resources. On the other hand, what may appear to be 

I" 

I" 

r. 
(" 

lower per client costs in one program may end up as higher 

total costs if the sentence exceeds alternative options with 

higher per diem rates. Decisi.on-makers need to be able to 

determine how many punishment experiences of different sanctions 

can be bought for a f~xed amourit of resources. 
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Notes: Chapter I 

[1] See, particularly" U;S. Department. of ,Justice, Bureau 
of Justice Statistics, Prisoners in: 1980, Advance Report, May.1981. 

[2] For one picture of the degree to which crowded conditions 
persif;;t in correctional institutions. nation. wide, . refer to .J. Mullen 
and B. Smith, American Prisons and Jails Volume III: Conditions and 
Costs of Confinement (Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Justice, 
.. 1980). 

[3] See T.R. Clear, "Correctional Policy, Neo-Retributionism 
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Chapter II 
Design of the Seminar 

The seminar was designed with three major aims in mind: 

(I) To present state-of-the-art information on incarce-

ration policy in a format that would be meaningful to key decision-:' 

makers. 

(2) To provide key decision makers with an opport~nity to 

interact with one another around the problem of incarceration 

policy. 

(3) To promote cost-effective change in the incarceration 

policies of participating states. 

In addressing these objectives, several design issues emerged. 

In two meetings, the Advisory Board exercised a prominent role 

in determining the best ways to resolve-these issues. 

Issues in Seminar Design 

Many of the issues confronted by this seminar surface in 

any type of training program--e.g., what quantity o~ materials 

should be distributed prior to the seminar; what m~als should be 

held in group fashion; what visual aids should be use~, and so on. 

These technical design is'sues were resolved by project staff, based 

upon their prior experience in nurri.erous other training programs. 
, , 

However, the f~ct that program staff sought the participation 

of predominantly top officials in state government raised three 

major problems of design, ~hich are listed below. Each 
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of these problems was fully discussed and, resolved by the Advisory 

Board, and their suggestions incorporated into the seminar design.. 

ISSUE # 1: To what degree should the seminar design 
take an advocacy position against new 
construction? 

This was perhaps the central substantive issue in the area 

of seminar design. Because most of the project staff and 

Advisory Board members believed that the evidence supported a 

position" of limited or no new construction, it was important to 

clarify how this issue would be handled during the project. 

On the other hand, concern was expressed that the project 

could be perceived as a version of "bait and switch". That is, 

were the seminar participants to be recruited with the aid of a 

neutral seminar title such as "Costs of Incarceration During Fiscal 

Restraint," staff could not responsibly place them in the position 

of attending a seminar focu~ing solely on alternatives to 

incarceration. Hence, a straightforward presentation of materials 

was encouraged, which left policy-relevant interpJ:'e'i::~lions to 

the participants. It was agreed that an appeal for participation 

based upon a pretext of'information--whi~h would precede, in fact, 

a\prog~amof advoca~~--would be unfair to those attending. 

. Nonetheless, both Advisor~ Board membership and program staff 

strongly,' believed that the fac'cs I when fully understood, led 

naturally to a position against whoiesale construction programs 

and that such an implication of the data could not be downplayed 
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It was further argued that IIfacts" in and out of themselves were 

not the only important data on the problem, but that "expert opinion II 

.would exert an additional, crucial influence over the projected 

~udience. 

Similar concerns were expressed regarding the degree to which 

other policy changes should be promoted by the seminar. If the 

purpose of the program were merely to disseminate information, then 

an agenda of change would be inapprop~iate. Yet the proposal called 

for the creation of Ifstate plans" for resolving the problems faced 

by systems of incarcera.tion, and it was these plans which were 

viewed as the first step toward improved meth~ds of handling 

incarceration demand problems. Again, it was recognized that the 

decision to force state officials to deyelop "~ction plans" as part 

of a seminar could lead to a task unsuitable for a dissemination-
;,~; " 

type seminar, but not for an advocacy program. Therefore, the 

issue of advocacy was directly relevant to the problem of seminar 

design. 

After ex·tended· discussion, staff .and advisory board acknowledged 

that the program should not take any position on the substantive 

issues facing the participants. It was finally decided that the 

p~ogram should 1) help define the issues correctly, 2) provide 

data about vi!trious positions on the problem,' 3) ·and provide the 
1/ 
1 

opportunity/for decision-makers to explore varioUs resolutions to 
'~". ~:;;;;:.--, 

the problem, given the problem dffinitionsOand data. To the 

degree that it was to be "expert ll
, and not personal opinion 
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which was to be solicited by participants during the program, 

any personal opinions which might be-offered by speakers as answers 

to questions would be regarded as highly inappropriate. 

This point of view helped staff to resolve those problems 

which concerned the issue of enforced c.hange . J..tself. They 

recognized that the gathering of an influen~l..~al, 
.L. concerned group 

would be only wasteful were no arrangements made to provide them 

with an opportunity for discussing the problem among themselves. 

But provision of the opporturiity to work together on the problem 

demanded an acceptance of the legitimacy of those solutions which 

included as cornerstones programs of new construction. 

All these related issues were finally resol~ed through agree

ment in favor of a position of IIdisinterested advocacy.1I The 

program was defined as a change-promoting ~ehicle through which the 

faculty .and staff could provide informat"~on abo'ut ...... and insight. into 

the problem of .incarceration costs. Plans were made to provide 

participants with the opportunity to explore solutions to these 

problems that could be applied ·to si tuation.s in their 9wn states, 

without emphasizing the preferability of ,non-construction solutions. 

It was acknowledged that solutions could not be dictated by the 

project; that instead, their' de~elopment depended on those persons 

who would have to implement them, and therefore, that some time 

should be put aside which would allow participants to plan solutions 

to these critical problems. 

ISSUE # 2: How long should the seminar last? 

\ . 
{ 

.1 ,'. ,. ~. 
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" 
The original proposal called for a three day seminar that 

included three overnight stays. It was felt that this muc~ time 

would be needed to adequately cover the material. However, several 

Advisory Board members 'questioned whether truly "key" decision

makers w6uld be ,(alJ,1e to attend for this length of time. It was 
,~~I';.:'::;- '--

~. G 

felt that elimination of one overnight stay-o;;:-w1).i,le:.maintaining the 

program at three days-Lwould b~ much more feasible. The ,analysis 

of program costs also made c.lear the financial advantages of 

eliminating one of the overnight stays. Advisory Board members 

encouraged staff to test the feasibility of a louger program during 

the recruitment stages of the initial seminar.: 

It .was learned tha,t many of the target participants who could 

have attended a shorter program would not have been able to attend 

the proposed longer program. On the basis of this experience, a 

program was designe~ which was tO,begin on Sunday and conclude 

on Tuesday,'which would consume three days but require accomodations 

for only two nights. 

. ISSUE # 3: How should the seminar time be apportioned 
among lecture, task and open discussion 
time? 

There vIas clearly a need for lecture format in the program; 

the amount of material to be covered mad.e it necessary to present 

the seminar in a time-efficient manner. Yet, there was also 

value in giving the participants discussion-tasks with reported 

results as it.,is during these tasks that the concepts and informa-
: .J ~ l 
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tion presented in the lectures is clarified. Moreover, tasks 

allow the participants to test their reac,tions to the new 

approaches to the problems covered in the seminar. 

There was \also a need for time for open discussion among the 

~articipants. Advisory Board members pointed out that, at its 

basic level, incarcerat·ion policy is in fact a political problem, 

and that the people who would be attending the KDM programs would 

be accustomed to resolving political problems informally, such as 

over a drink or dinner conversation. They needed to be allowed time 

to conduct their business in this manner. 

Because the Advisory Board members were widely experienced 

in the presentation of similar educational programs and materials, 

they were quite helpful throughout discussion of these design 

issues. They encouraged the following strategy: each substantive 

component of the 'program would be presented by short lecture, or at 

least some type of participatory task, using the component's concepts, 

following each presentation. In addition, the seminaI:' would begin 

with a group discussion task. This desig'n would reinforce the 

importance of ,participation during the seminar, while providing 

opportunities for concept clarification and experimentation 

regularly through the seminar. Moreover, it would break up the 

intensity of the material. All evenings would be left open for 

informal interaction among the participants, but to facilitate 

this process, the staff ,would' "h6st" a reception in their suite 

on at least one evening during the program. 

Design of the Seminar 

The specifications of the seminar design were completed 
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, " 

jointly by the seminar faculty, rather than by the Advisory Board, 

because it was they who would be ultimately responsible for pre-

senting the materials. Two different designs were actually used, ! 
1 
f, 

but the essential sequencing followed 'the general model contained f 
f 

in the original proposal. This design is as follows: f 
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3:00-5:30 

Day #1 

Introduction to the. Problem 
Presenter: Dr. Todd R. Clear 

Rutgers University 

2:3 

The general problems of incarceration costs and 
incarceration trends are summarized. Specific 
issues facing each participant state are identified. 
The seminar design is presented, with highlights of 
the link between lectures, tasks and substantive 
incarceration policy problems in each state. 

5:30-6:30 Reception 

6:30-8:00 Dinner 

8:00-9:00 Open discussion of incarceration problems 

Day #2 

8:30-11:00 - Prison Populations and Incarceration Policy 
Presenter, Dr. James Austin, Dr. James Galvin* 

National Council on Crime and 
Delinquency . 

This presentation begins with a group task which out
lines the scenario in which incarceration problems are. 
typically addressed in many jurisdictions~ The point 
of the task is ,to demonstrate how limited policy options 
and fragmented decision-making have exacerbated the 
fiscal dilemmas facing most state prison systems. This 
is fallowed by a presentation of recent findings regard
ing the relationship between policy-making, crime trends 
and changes in prison popUlations . 

* Dr. Austin lectured during the Cherry Hill, Atlanta and 
Kans~s City sem~nars. Dr. Galvin participated in the 
RaleJ.gh and IndJ.anapolis seminars. 
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11:00-12:00 The Costs of Incarceration, Part I 
Presenter: Dr. Gail Funke 

Institute for Economic and 
policy Studies 

24 

A complete assessment of the costs of incarceration 
is presented. Areas covered include operating, 
capital, hidden and opportunity costs. Research 
on correctional expenditures is summarized" including 
the total costs of diff~rent incarceration policies. 

12:00-1:00 

1: 00....,3.: 00 

Lunch; discussion in sta·te groups 

The Costs of ,Incarceration, Part II 
Presenter: Dr. Gail Funke 

Institute for Economic and 
Policy Studies 

The conclusion of this presentation focuses on long
range incarceration costs. Incarceration policies 
are approached from the point of view of IIresource 
management", and a group exercise is used to illus
trate the varying costs of alternative resource 
allocation strategies. 

3:00-5:00 The Crime Control Effectiveness of Incarcer
ation Policies 
Presenter: Dr. Todd Clear 

Rutge~s University 

A major impetus for incarceration is its crime 
control value: This lecture summarizes the most 
recent research on the effectiveness of imprisonment 
as a deterrent, incapacitative and/or rehabilitative 
device. Benef~ts of increased use of incarceration 
are explored, based on this research. 

6:00 Dinner; discussion in state groups 

At this dinner, several issues facing each state are 
summarized, and dinner discussion is directed toward 
the significance of the day's information for the 
state. 
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8:30-10:30 

Day #3 

Punishment Policy Options 
Presenter: M. Kay Harris 

Temple University 

25 

This lecture focuses on the effectiveness of 
existing strategies for controlling incarceration 
costs by managing demand for limited incarcerative 
capacity. New policies at the entry and exit stages 
of ,the prison system are explored, with .::Jeneral 
points regarding their potential for cost-control. 
The benefits of flexible puriishment methods are also 
described. 

10:30-12:30 The Politics of Cost-Effective Incarceration 
Policy . 
Presenter: Honorable Jeffrey Padden 

Michigan House of Representatives 

Any improvements in incarceration policy require 
political decisions, and the context and strategies 
in this area are discussed in this presentation. 
The presentation begins with a frank, instrumented 
assessment of the political climate'in each partici
pating state. The experiences of the state of Michigan 
in politically dealing with this issue serve to illus
trate the need for politically feasible cost-effective 
incarceration policies. 

12:30-1:30 

1:30-3:30 

Lunch; state groups 

Planning strategies for Managing Incarceration 
Costs 
Presenter: Stefanie Barth 

National Couricil on Crime and 
Delinquency 

The availability of assistance from consultants and 
organizations serves as a starting point for devel
oping strategies for improving the cost-effectiveness 
of incarceration,policies. Put into state groups, 
each group is given a task of assessing its current 
need for change, capacity for change and potentially 
feasible direction for achieving results. The task 
is followed by group reports. 

3:30-4:30 

5:30 

Discussion, evaluation and wrap-up 

Dinner (optional) 
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The logic underlying the program, using this design, is 

fairly straight-forward. After introductory activities, the 

program begins by providing the 'participants with a task that 

illustrates the policy-based nature of the problem. This was 

followed by a lecture on prison populations; a lecture on the 

costs of various prison policies, including policies based on 

construction; and the completion of a group task which , linked the' 

two concepts. Thus I the first. segment of the seminar 'vas used to 

define the problem as a variety of policy-related demands for 

correctional resources, and to demonstrate the requisite costs 

of providing those resources. 

The second segment addressed the crime-control benefits of 

incarceration by assessing productive outcomes of various policies. 

This is the only segment not followed by a task--rather, the 

pax:ticipants were provided with time for open discussion. During 

these initial segments, participants. were put in mixed state 

groupings to facilitate exchange across political and jurisdictional 

lines. 

The next logical step--that of policy options and their 

political feasibility--was covered in two lectures and complemented 

by.a single task. To address this area, participants were put 

back into home state groupings, in preparation for the final 

segment of the program. 

A lengthy, state-specif~c assignment comprised ~he final 

program element, in which the state groups were asked to develop 
" ". 

plans for change based on what participants had learned in the 
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program. This was the most crucial part of the program, and set 

the stage for later work on the problems, summaries of which are 

reported in Chapter 6. (Program evaluations are presented in 

Chapter 5.) 

This design proved extremely' effective, and the manner 
" 

in which major design issues were resolved helped to make the 

seminar a success. The onlyproblem--which varied in seriousness 

from state to state--was a tendency to lose some participants. 

A re-design experiment which allowed the p:r'ogram to end earlier 

on Tuesday did not markedly reduce this problem, and it was felt 

that the difficulty in keeping all participants would apply, no 

matter what design was employed. One might speculate whether early 

departure provided an avenue by which participants were able to 

avoid participating what may have been perceived as a threatening 

or difficult in state planning task. Nevertheless, this problem 

did not substantially interfere with the work group products for 

all but 2 or 3 participating states. 
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Chapter III 
Design of Seminar Materials 

The materials were designed with needs of the users in 

mind, and these included: need for summaries which could be easily 

and quickly reviewed; need for limited,' representative selections 

from the literature which provide detailed information; need for 

references to further material, need for data on the problem nation

wide ·but also locally. The materials contained in the seminar 'note-

book were divided into five packets. The packets corresponded to 

the materials covered by the presentations in the seminar: 

Packet #1: 
Packet #2: 

Prison Populations and Incarceration Policy 
Costs of Incarceration 

Packet #3:' 
Packet #4: 
Packet #5: 

Crime Control Impact of Incarceration 
Punishment Policy Options 
Resources for Change 

The final packet, designed by Stefanie Barth of NCCD, 

contained a function-organized listing of technical assistance 

resources that participants could turn to for specific problems 

they might face. Each of the other four packets were divided into 

four sections. The contents and development of each of the sections 

is as follows: 

Literature Review 

The first drafts of the literature reviews were prepared by 

project staff. Each literature review was designed first, to 

summarize and criticize the existing literature in the area 
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and second, to assess its implications for the problem of 

incarceration costs. In order to be most useful, this needed 

to be done in no more than 12-15 pages. The purpose of these 

discussions was not only the pr.ovision of critical summaries of 

the literature, but the emphasis on those guidelines regarding 

incarceration costs which a survey of the literature can yield. 

Principal points of interest, which were highlighted in a preface 

to each review, are as follows for each packet: 

Packet #1: Prison popUlation changes, especially recent 

changes, are more a product of changes in incarceration policy 

than changes in rates or levels of crime. Moreover, in upcoming 
. 

decades, rates and levels of crime can be expected to decline due 

to shift~ in popUlation characteristics. 

Packet #2: Expansion and maintenance of incarceration 

resources cost from 3-5 times the normally published statistics. 

Delays in construction suggest this approach does not provide 

solutions to the immediat~ popUlation crisis. 

Packet #3: The deterrent, incapacitative and rehabili

tative eff~cts of incarceration are very difficult to estimate 

with confidence, however research suggests that these effects 

can be meaningfully increased only at the expense of major and 

unprecedented increases in prison populations. 

Packet #4: Useful options exist for controlling demands 

for incarceration resources, particularly release options. But 

these must be carefully planned and implemented, especially 
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those that operate at the selection stage. 

Each of the literature reviews underwent two stages 

of preparation. Initial drafts were prepared by projec~ staff, 

which were sent to Advisory Board members for commentary 

and used in the first seminar. Based on their reaction to 

these drafts, revisions were incorporated into the final materials. 

Key Literature 

Upon completion of literature review" a series of papers 

were selected for potential inclusion as key literature. Advi.sory 

Board members were also asked to identify candidates for key 

literature. To be accepted as key l:i:;:te;rature, a paper had to 

(1) make a unique contribution to the area; (2) represent a 

state-of-the-art. workpiece; (3) be comprehensive;' ahd (4) be 

readable by laypersons. The following list of handbook contents 

shows the key literature for each packet: 

, CONTENTS 

PROGRAM MATERIALS 

PACKET #1: INCARCERATION POLICY AND PRISON POPULATION 

A. Literature Review 
B. Key Literature 

1. Jim Galvin and Kenneth Polk, "Any Truth You Want: 
The Use and Abuse of Criminal Justice Sta,tistics." 

2. Joan Mullen, Ken Carlson and Bradford Smith, 
"Summary Findings and Policy Implications of a 
National Survey," AmericanPri!=ions and Jails Vol. I. 
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3. Kenneth Carlson, II Logi'C' of'.'.,projections, II American 
Prison and Jails Vol. I. 

4. William G. Nagel, liOn Behalf of a Moratorium on 
New Prison Construction. 1I 

C. Abstracts 
D. Data 

PACKET #2: COST, OF INCARCERATION 

A. Literature.Review 
B. Key Literature 

1. Gail S. Funke, "The Future Counts: Economic 
i?:roSl?ect.·s for .C0r.recti0hs~." II" .' 

2. Gail S. Funke, ~ICurrent Operating, Costs, II 
Comparative costs 'of state and Local "Facilities. 

3. David S. Weimer and Lee S. Friedman, "Ef~iciency 
Considerations in Criminal Rehabilitation Research.1I 

4. Douglas McDonald, liThe" New York S.tate Prison System," 
The Price of Punishment. 

C. Abstracts 
D. Data 

PACKET #3: CRIME CONTROL IMPACT OF INCARCERATION 

A. Literature Review 
B. Key Literature 

o 

C. 
D. 

1. Jacqueline Cohen, liThe Incapacitative Effect of , 
Imprisonment: A Critical Review of ,the Literature." 

2. Paul Gendreau 'and 'Bob Ross, "Effective Correctional 
Treatment: Bibliotherapy for Cynics." 

3. Daniel Nagin, "General Deterrence: 
Empirical Evidence." 

Abstracts 
Data 

(\ 

A Review of the 

PACKET #4: PUNISHMENT POLICY, OPTIONS 

A. Literature Review 

" 



B. Key Literature 

1. M. Kay Harris, "Reducing Prison Cro~7ding: An 
Overview of the Options." 
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2. Barry Krisberg and James Austin, "The Unmet Promise 
of Alternatives to Incarceration." 

C. Abstracts 
D. Data 

PACKET #5: RESOURCES FOR KEY DECISION-MAKERS 

Packet #3 was the only one for which we had problems in selecting 

key literature, largely beca:use of the highly technical problems 

associated with interpreting the work in the area of crime control 

research. As a consequence, this section of key literature includes 

formulas and other difficult reading. Nevertheless, it was felt that 

a non-technical reading of these documents, in combination with the 

literature reviews, provided a suitable understanding of the area. 

Abstracts 

It was recognized that 3-5 articles might not be sufficient 

for some purposes, and so addi t'ional sources were provided in 

abstract form.. Initially, the project "staff prepared original 

abstracts. However, it soon became clear that this task would be 

unreasonably time-cpnsuming, and so the Crime and Delinquency 

Abstracts were employed as the chief resource for this section, 

an approach which proved satisfactory. The following articles were 

abstracted in the final notebook: 

S 28298 University of Minnesota. School of Social Development. 
National assessment of adult restitution programs. 'Final 
report, by 00e Hudson, Burt Galaway, and Steve Novack. 
Duluth, Minn., 1980. 421 p. 
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S 27695 U.s. National Institute of "Justice. American prisons and 
jails. Volume 1: summary and policy implications of 'a 

"national survey, by Joan Mullen, Kenneth Carlson and Brad
ford 6mith, Abt Associates~ Washington, D.C., U.S. 
Government printing Office, 1981.172 p. 

S 18127 U.S. National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
.Justice. Cost analysis of correctional standards: half
way houses, by Donald J. Thalheimer. Washington,D~C., 
U.~. Government printing Office, 1976. 2 vol. $2.65. 

S 23452 

. 

Van Dine, 
straining 
-criminal. ' 
$14.50 

Stephan; Conrad, John P.; Dinitz, Simon. Re
the wicked: the incapacitation of the dangerous 
Lesington, Mass., Lexington Books, 1979. 134 p. 

S 22799 U.S. National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice, Halfway houses, by Harry E. Allen and others. 
Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 1978. 
111 p. 

S 26405 Myers, Samuel L. "The rehabilitation effect of 
punishment." Economic Inquiry (Long Beach, Calif), 
18(3):353-355, 1980. 

S 19252 singer, Neil M. "Economic inlplications of standards 
affecting correctional programs," Crime & Delin
quency (Hackensack, N.J.), 23(2):180-195, 1977. 

S 26273 Witte, Ann D. "Estimating the economic model of crime 
with individual data. "Quarterly Journal of Economics 
(New York), no vol. {February):57-84, 1980. 

S 18706 Bailey, Willaim C.A. multivariate cross-sectional and 
longitudinal analysis of the deterrent effect of the 
death penalty. (Paper presented at the 1976 annual 
meeting of the American Bociety of Criminology.) 
Cleveland, Ohio, Cleveland state Universi,ty, 1976. 16 p. 

S 22814 

5 14621 

S 14664 

American Correctional Association.. Arts in corrections: 
a summary of Project CULTURE and a handbook for program 
implementation. Washington, D.C. 1978. 23 p. 

Goldberg, Nancy E. "Pre-trail diversion" bilk or bargain? 
NLADA Briefcase (Chicago),'31(6):490-501: 1973. 

Nimmer, Raymond R. Diversion: the search for altern~tive forms 
of prosecution. Chicago, American Bar Foundation, 1974. 119 p. 
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S 18284 Vaughan, Diane; and others'. IIShock parole: a preliminary 
evaluation ll International Journal of Criminology and Penology 
(London), 4(3):271-284, 1976. 

S 18309 

S 18355 

S 18533 

S 18552 

S 14829 

S 15054 

S 15242 

S 15253 

S 20965 

S 18264 

S 18273 

Finckenauer, James 0.; Rauh, Carol. IIContract parole: some legal 
and ,rehabilitative issues of mutual agreement programming for 
parole release." Capital University Law Review (Columbus, Ohio), 
5(2):175-195, 1976. 

Beck, James L.; Hoffman, Peter B. "Ti me served and release perfor
mance: a research note. 1I Journal of Research in Crime and 
Delinquency (Hackensack, N.J.), 13(2):127-132, 1976. 

U.S. National 'Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. 
Community-based corrections in Des Moines: an exemplary project, 
by David Boo.rkman and others. Hashington, D.C., U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1976. 88 p. App. $3.20. 

Nagel, William G.A Statement on behalf of a moratorium on prison 
construction. Philadelphia, T~e American Foundation, 1976. 21 p. 

-App. (Mimeo.) 

American Bar Association. National Pretrial Intervention Service 
Center. Diversion from the criminal justice system: technical 
assistance handbook on pretrial intervention techniques and action 
programs. Washington, D.C., 1973. 68 p. 

Great Britain. Home Office. Community Service orders: a criti
cal assessment. Manchester, 1974. 121 p. Mimeo. 

Neil, Thomas C. IIWho should go and who should stay: a study of 
prison commitments. 1I Probation and Parole (New York), no vol. 
(6):21-29, 1974. 

National Council on Crime and Delinquency. So you want to start 
a community c9rrections project: a primer for developing a 
community corrections project, by Ann Parker; and others. 
Washington, D.C., 1974. 104 p. 

Fisher, Franklin M.; Nagin, Daniel. liOn the feasibility of identi
fying the crime function in a simultaneous model of crime rates 
and sanction levels. 1I In': U.S. National Academy of Sciences. 
Deterrence arid incapacitation: estimating the effects of criminal 
sanctions ,on crime rates. Washington, D.C., 1978. Pp. 361-399. 

Zaffrann, Ronald T. IIFirst offenders: a deferred prosecution 
program. II Juvenile Justice (Reno, Nev.), 27(3):41-50,1976. 

Nejelski, Paul. IIDiversion: the promise and the danger. 1I 

Crime and Delinquency (Hackensack, N.J.), 22(4):393-410, 1976. 
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S 15953 

S 16176 

S 16317 

S 13053 

S 13054 

S 13578 

S 13567 

S 13522 

S 15835 

S 15859 

S 15862 

S 15916 

Skogan, Wesley G. IIMeasurement problems in official and 
survey crime rates. 1I Journal of Criminal Justice (Elmsford, 
N.Y.), 3(1):17-31, 1975. . 
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California. Corrections Department. 
to parolees: a promising alternative 
by Craig Reinarman and Donald Miller. 
(Research report No.55.) 

Direct financial assistance 
in correctional programming, 
Sacramento, 1975. 52 p. 

Lipton, Douglas; Martinson, Robert; Wilks, Judith. The effectiveness 
of correctional treatment: a survey of treatment evaluation studies. 
New York, Praeger, 1975. 735 p. $37.50 

National Council on Crime. and Delinquency. Research Center. Pre
trial release with supportive services for IIhigh risk ll defendants. 
Davis, Calif., 1973. 82 p. App. 

National Council on Crime and Delinquency. Research Center. Resi
dential corrections: alternative to incarceration. Davis, Calif., 
1973. 72 p. App. 

Goldberg, Nancy E. IIPre-trail diversion: bilk or bargain NLADA 
Briefcase (Chicago), 31 (6):490-501, 1973. 

National Council on Crime and Del i,nquency.' Res,earch Center. Four 
thousand lifetimes: a study of time servedand"'pprole outcomes, 
by Don t4. Gottfredson and others Davis, Calif., 1973. 48 p. 

Zimring, Franklin E.; Hawkins, Gordon J. Deterrence: the legal 
threat in crime control. Chicago, University of Chicago, 1973. 
376 p. $13.50. 

Gottfredson, Michael R. IIAn empirical a~alysis of pre-trial 
release decisions. 1I Journal of Criminal Justice(New York), 
2(4):287-304, 1974. 

Great Britain. Home Office. Research Unit. Community service 
orders, by K. Pease and others. London, 1~75. 79 p. $3.20 
(Home Office Research Study #29.) . 

Abt Associates Inc. Pre-trial intervention: a program evaluation 
of nine manpower-based pre-trial intervention projects developed 
under the Manpower Administration, U.S. Department of Labor .. 
Cambridge, Mass., 1974. 298 p. $20. 

American Bar Association. National Pretrial Intervention Service 
Center. Pretrial intervention strategies: an evaluation of 
policy-related research and policymaker perceptions, by Roberta 
Rovner-Pieczenik. Washington, D.C., 1974. 249 p. 
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. S 17012 
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Coopers & Lybrand. The cost of incarceration in'New York City. 
Hackensack, N.J., Nation~l Council on Crime and Delinquency, 
1978. 18 p. 

May, Edgar. "Weekend jail: doing time on the'installment plan. 
Corrections Magazine (New York), 4(1):28-38, 1978. 

Blackmore, John. "Minnesota's community corrections act takes 
hold. 1I Corrections r~agazine (New York), 4(1):46-56, 1978.' 

U.S. National' Academy of Sciences. Panel on Research on Deterrent 
and Incapacitative Effects. Deterrence and incapacitation: 
estimating the effects of criminal sanctions on crime rates. 
Alfred Blumstein, Jacqueline Cohen, and Daniel Na~in, eds. 
Washington, D.C., 1978. 431 p. $15.25. 

Nagin, Daniel. IIGeneral deterrence: a review of the empirical 
evidence." In: U.S. National Academy of Sciences. Panel on 
Research on Deterrent and Incapacitative Effects. Deterrence and 
incapacitation: estimating the effects of criminal sanctions on 
crime rates. Washington, D.C., 1978. Pp. 95-139. 

Zi mri ng, Frankl i n E. II Po 1 icy experi ments in general deterrence: 
1970-1975. 11 In: U.S. National Academy of Sciences. Panel on 
Research on Deterrent and Incapacitative Effects. Dete~rence and 
incapacitation: estimating the effects of criminal sanctions on 
crime rates. Washington, D.C., 1978. Pp. 140-186. 

Cohen, Jacqueline. liThe inc.apacitative effect of imprisonment: 
a critical review of the literature. 1I In: U.S, National 
Academy of Sciences. Panel on Research on Deterrent and Incapaci
tative Effects. Deterrence and incapacitation: estimating the 
effects of criminal sanctions on crime rates. Washington, D.C., 
1978. Pp. 187-243. 

Monahan, John. liThe prediction of violent criminal behavior: a 
methodological critique and prospectus." In: U.S. National 
Academy of Sciences. Panel on Research on Deterrent and Incapaci
tative Effects. Deterrence and incapacitation: estimating the 
effects of criminal sanctions on crime rates. Washington, D.C. 
1978. Pp. 244-269. 

Becker, Gary S. IICrime and punishment: an economic approach." In: 
Becker, Gary S.; Landes, William M., eds. Essays in the economics 
of cr-ime and punishment. New York, Columbia University Press, 
1974. $3.50. Pp. 1-54. 

Ehrlich, Isaac. "Participation in illegitimate activities: an 
economic analysis." In: Becker, Gary S.; Landes, William M., eds. 
Essaysin the economics of crime and punishment. New York, Columbia 
University Press, 1974. Pp. 68-134. 
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S 16646 Serrill, Michael S. IIPrison furloughs in America. 1I Corrections 
Magazine (New York), 1 (6):3-12, 53-56, 1975. 

S 16773~mith, ~obert R. "A.survey of good-time policies and practices 
1n A~encan correctlonal agencies. 1I Journal of Cr.iminal 
Justlce (Elmsford, N.Y.), 3(3):237-241, 1975. 

S 16800, Pa~mer, Ted .. IIMartinson revisited. 1I Journal of Research in 
Crlme and Dellnquency (Davis, Calif.), 12(2):133-152, 1975. 

S 16801 Martinson, Robert. "California research at the crossroads II Crime 
& Delinquency (Hackensack,. N.J.), 22(2): 1976.' . 

S 16856 Abt Associates, Inc. The dilemma of diversion: resource materials 
on a?ult pre-trail intervention programs, by Joan Mullen. 
Washlngton, D.C., National Insitute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice, 1975. 112 p. 

S 17121 liThe use of the fine as a criminal sanction in New Jersey: some 
suggested imporvements." Rutgers Law Review (Newark, N.J.),28 
(5): 1185-1202, 1975. 

S 17218 National Center for State Courts. An evaluation of policy related 
research on the effectiveness of pretrial release programs. 
Denver, Colo., 1975. 128 p. 

S 16893 Bennett, Lmvrence A.; Ziegler, Max: IIEarly discharge: a suggested 
approach to increased efficiency in parole. 1I Federal Probation 
(Washington, D.C.), 39(3):27-30, 1975. 

S 16934 Lerman, Paul. Community treatment and social control: a critical 
analysis of juvenile correctional policy. Chicago, University 
of C.flicago Press, 1975. 254 p. $12.50. 

S 17119 Newman, Do~ald J. Memorandum in support of a ~tate prob~tion 
~emo~stratlon program as an alternative to ma~imum security 
lm~rlso~ment for selected felony offenders. ' Albany, N.J., State 
Unlverslty of New York, School of Criminal Justice, 1975. V.p. 

S 16848 Greenberg, David F. liThe incapacitative effect of imprisonment: 
some estimates. 1I Law and Society Review (Denver, Colo.), 9(4): 
541-580, 197,5. 

S 16849 ~hin~ar, Shlomo; Shinnar, Reuel. liThe effects of the criminal 
Justlce system on the control of crime: a quantitative 
approach. II Law and Society Review (Denver, Colo.), 9(4):581-
611, 1975. 

S 13809 Monahan, John. The prediction and prevention of violence. Pacific 
Northwest Conference of Violence and Criminal Justice. Issaquah, 
Wash., 1973. 26 p. 

S 14288 Zimring, Franklin E. The Court Employment Project. New York, Vera 
Institute of Justice, 1973. 79 p. Mimeo. 
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Brewer, David; Beckett, Gerald E.; Holt, Norman. "Determinate 
sentencing in California: the first year's experience. IIJournal 
of Research in Crime and Delinquency (Hackensack, N.J.), 18(2):200-
231, 1981. 

Shade, Oscar D. "The demise of Wisconsin's contract parole program." 
Federal Probation (Washington, D.C.), 45(1):34-43, 1981. 

University of Denver. Denver Research Institute. Jail overcrmoJding 
and pretrial detention: a program evaluation, by Anita S. West and 
others. Denver, Colo., 1980. 223 p. 

University of Denver. Denver Research Institute. An evaluation of 
the community service restitution program: a cluster analysis, by 
Glenn Cooper and Anita S. West. Denver, Colo., 1981. 221 p. App. 
$14. 

Tennessee Law Enforcement Planning Commission. Evaluation report: 
probation. and parole. Nashville, Tenn., 1975. 44 p. 

New York. State University. Public Policy Alternatives Institute. 
Final report of the project on Community Alternatives to Maximum 
Security Institutionalization' for Selected Offenders, by Donald 
J. Newman, Vincent O'Leary, and Scott Christianson. Albany, 1975. 
328 p. 

American Correctional Association. Parole Corrections Project. An 
evaluative summary of research: MAP program outcomes in the initial 
demonst~ation states, by Anne H. Rosenfeld. College Park, Md., 
1975. 76 p. (Resource document No.7.) 

S 16548 American Correctional Association. Congress of Correction. Workshop 
on contract parole, by Stephen D. Minnich, Leonard R. ~1cConnell, 

S 16574 

S 17333 

S 17438 

and Roger R. Roberts. Louisville, Ky., 1975. V.p. 

Robison, James O. MAP markers. College Park, Md., American Correctional 
Association, 1975. 342 p. {Parole Corrections Project Resource 
Document # 5.} 

Clark, Donald E. "Community service: a realistic alternative 
for sentencing." FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin (Washington, 
D.C.), 45(3):3-7, 1976. 

Heinz, Jow; Galaway, Burt; Hudson, Joe. 
a follow-up study of adult offenders." 
(Chicago), 50(1):148-156, 1976. 

"Restitution or parole: 
Social Service Review 

S 17457 Minnesota. Corrections Department. Restitution in criminal 
justice, edited by Joe Hudson. St. Paul, n.d. 267 p. 

S 13996 Robertson, Leon S.; Rich, Robert F.; Ross, H. Laurence. "Jail 
,sentences for driving while intoxicated in Chicago: a judicial 
Dolicy that failed." Law & Soci~ty Revie\oJ (Denver,"Colo.), 8(1): 
55-67, 1973 
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S 19612 
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S 21301 

S 18752 

S 18756 

S 18902 

S 19084 

S 18754 

S 26544 
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University of California. Center on Administration of 
Criminal Justice. An evaluation of the California pro
bation subsidy program. Volume VI: a summary. Davis, 
1977. 51 p. App. 

Van Dine, Stephan; Dinitz, Simon; Conrad, John. "The 
incapacitation of the dangerous offender: a statistical 
experiment." Journal of Research in Crime and Delin
quency (Hackensack, N.J.), 14(1):22-34, 1977. 

Blumstein, Alfred; Cohen, Jacqueline; Nagin, Daniel. 
"The dynamics of a homeostatic punishment process." 
Journal of Criminal Law & Criminology (Baltimore, Md.), 
67(3) :317-334, 1976. 

Markides, Kyriakos S.; Tracy, George S. liThe effect of 
the age structure of a stationary population on crime 
rates." Journal of Criminal Law & Criminology (Balti
more, Md.), 67(3):351-355, 1976. 

Lemert, Edwin M.; Dill, Forrest. Offenders in the com
munityL the probation subsidy in California. Lexington, 
Mass., Lesington Books, 1978. 217 p. $18. 

Chesney, steve; Hudson, Joe; McLagen, John. "A new look 
at restitution: recent legislation, programs an~ research. II 
Judicature (Chicago), 61(8):348-357, 1978 

Singer, Neil M. "Economic implicatiops of standards for 
correctional institutions." Crime & Delinquency (Hacken
sack, N.J.), 23 (1):14-31,1977. 

Gala~ay, Burt. liThe use of restitution," Crime & Delin
quency (Hackensack, N.J.), 23(1):57-67, 1977. 

American Bar Association. Correctional Economics Cen
ter. Cost analysis of correctional standards: institu
tional-based programs and parole, volume 2 by Neil M. 
Singer and Virginia B. Wright. Washington: D.C., U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1976. 162 p. $2.35. 

Hudson, Joe; Galaway, Burt, eds. Restitution in criminal 
justice: a' critical assessment of sanctions. Lexi.ngton, 
Mass., Lexington, Books, 1977. 180 p. 

Skogan, Wesley G. "Dimensions of the dark figure ~f un- . 
reported crime." Crime & Delinquency (Hackensack, N.J.), 
23(1):41-50,1977. 

Parisi, Nico1ette. '''Combining incarceration and probation. II 
Federal Probation (Washington, D.C.), 49(2):3-12, 1980. 

--------~---------- --
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S 14036 

S 14126 

S 14283 

S 14405 

Carne~ie-Mellon University. 
The impact of new sentencing 
populations in pennsylvania: 
D. Miller, Alfred Blumstein, 
pa., 1979. 95 p. 

Urban Systems Institute. 
laws on state prison 
final report, by Harold 

and others. pittsburgh, 

Urban Systems Institute. Demographically disaggregated 
projections of prison populations, by Alfred Blumstein, 
Jacqueline Cohen, and Harold D. Miller. Pittsburgh, 
Pa., Carnegie-Mellon University, 1978. 72 p. 

Van den Haag, Ernest. 
they are too secure." 
6(2):39-43,' 1980 

"Prisons cost too much because 
Corrections Magazine (New York), 

Parisi, Nicolette. "Part-time imprisonment: the legal 
and practical issues of periodic confinement.1I Judica
ture (Chicago), 63(8):385-395, 1980. 

McDonald, Douglas; Bernstein, Betty J. The price of 
punishment: public spending for corrections in New York 
Boulder, Colo., Westview Press, 1980. 160 p. (The joint 
report of the Correctional Association of New York and 

40 

the Citizens Inquiry on Parole and Criminal Justice, Inc.), 

U.S. National Institute of Justice. American prison and 
jails. Volume III: conditions and costs of confinement, 
by Joan Mullen and Bradford Smith, Abt Associates. 
Washington, D.C., U.S. Government printing Office, 1981. 
382 p. 

Californ"!a. Youth Authority Department. Increased parole 
effectiverless program. Final report. Sacramento, Calif., 1974. 
74 p. 

Hoffman, Peter B. 1I~,1andatory release. A measure of Type II error. II 
Criminology (Beverly Hills, Calif.), 11(4):541-554, 1974. 

r~artinson, Robert. IIWhat works?-question~ and answers about prison 
reform. II Public Interest (New York), no vol. (35):22-54, 1974. 

California. Corrections Department. Early discharge form parole: 
policy, pratice, and outcome, by Dorothy R. Jaman, Lawrence A.' 
Bennett, and John E. Berecochea. Sacramento, 1974. 40 p. 
(Research Report No. 51.) 
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University of North Carolina. Institute for Research in Social 
Science. Work release in North Carolina: an evaluation of 
its post-release effects, by Ann Dryden Witte. Chapel Hill, 
N,C,: 1975. 178 p. 

Baldus, David C.; Cole, James W.L. IIA comparison of the work 
of Thorsten Sellin and Isaac Ehrlich on the deterrent effect 
of capital punishment. 1I Yale Law Journal (New Haven, Conn), 
85(2):170-186, 1975. 

Rand Corporation. Criminal careers of habitual felons, by Joan 
Petersi1ia .. Peter W. Greenwood, and Marvin Lavin. Santa Monica, 
Calif., 1977. 161 p. 

Potter, Joan. "Shock probation: a little taste of prison. 1I 

Corrections Magazine (New York), 3(4):49-55, 1977. 

U.S. National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
Evaluation of intensive special probation projects, by J. Banks 
and others. Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1977. 62 p. (National evaluation program phase I summary report.) 

Andrew Rutherford and others. Prison Population and Policy 
Choices. Washington, D.C., U.S. National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1977. 2 vols. 

Waldron, Joseph A.; Angelino, Henry R. IIShock probation: a 
natural experiment on the effect of a short period of incarceration." 
Prison Journal (Philadelphia), 57(1):45-52, 1977. 

Peters i 1 i a, Joan; Greem'lQod, Peter W. Mandatory pri ~on sentences: 
their projecterl effects on crime and prison populatlons. Santa 
Monica, Calif. The Rand Corporation, 1977. 31 P. 

U.S. National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
The new justice: alternatives to conventional 
adjudication, by David E. Aaronson and others. 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977. 84 p. 

Criminal Justice 
criminal 
Washington, D.C., 

U.S. National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
Sentencing to community service, by James Beha, Kenneth Carlson, 
and Robert H. Rosenblum. Washington, D,C., U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1977. 67 p. 
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S 18792 American Bar Association. Correctional Economics Cen
ter. Cost analysis of correctional standards: insti
tutional-based programs and parole, volume 1, by Neil 
M. Singer and Virginia B. Wright. Washington, D.C., 
U.S. Government pringting Office, 1976. 21 p. 

S 18793 American Bar Association. Correctional Economics Cen
ter. Cost analysis of correctional standards: Al
ternatives to arrest, by Susan Weisberg. Washington, 
D.C. U.S. Government printing Office, 1976. 2 vols. 

S 19769 National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice Planning 
and Ar~hitecture. The high cost of building unconsti
tutional. jails. Champaign, Ill., University' of 
Illinois, 1977. 21 p. 

S 19330 Cromer, Gerald. "Doing hours instead of time: Commu
nity service as an alternative to imprisonment." 
Offender Rehabilitation (New York), 1(2):143-146, 1976-
1977. 

S 19460 American Bar Association. Pretrial Intervention Service 
Center. Authorization techniques for pretrial inter
vention programs: a survival kit. Washington, D.C., 
1977. V.p. 

·S 19118 U.S. National Institute of Law Wnforcement and Criminal 
Justice. Halfway houses, by Richard P. Seiter and 
others. Washington, D.C., U.S. Government printing 
Office, 1977.'52 p. $120., (National Evaluation Program, 
series A, no. 11.) 

S 19172 American Bar Association. Correctional Economics Cen
ter. Cost analysis of correctional standards: Pretrial 
diversion, volume II, by Ann M. Watkins. Washington, 
D.C~, u.S. Government Printing Office, 1975. 63 p. App. 
$1.55. 

Da'ta 

The last section of each packet included data from each of 

the states pertaining to the packet. For example, the section on 

"incazceration costs" included data on the corrections budget and 

the existing corrections facilities. 

Unfortunately, adequate data on each of these points are 
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not always easily available. Some information could be taken 

from regular census sources such as the American Corrections 

Association's annual directory of correctional institutions. 

However, for many of the tables, we had to rely on the states· own 

data sources, but these are of highly variable quality and scope. 

For example, some states collect monthly intake and population data, 

while other states are barely able to- provide this' {nformation at 

approximate yearly intervals. Where possible, we provided specific 

information on each participating state. For each seminar, we 

provided each participant with data on all the attending states, 

since this allowed comparison of .state information on a regional 

basis. 

• 

For most states, 'we were able to provide the following data: 

Population trends 
Intake trends 
Institution-specific population counts 
Institutional capacity 
Capital and operating budget for corrections 
Construction-expansion plans 
Offense-specific prisoner distributions 
Distribution of offenders among sanction 

alternatives 

Summary Concerning the Materials 

It is difficult to evaluate a set of materials such as that 

prepared for this project. In retrospect, however, we can say 

that we substantially underestimated the costs--in both money 

and time--of their preparation. 

Yet, there was feedback of various types concerning the 

impor'tance of these materials. Participants rated them highly 
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(see Chapter 5) and continued to use them after the program was 

over (see Chapter 6). Moreover, a special issue of The Prison 

Journal was devoted to a paper based partly on a revision of these 

materials, and negotiations to publish the notebook in its entirety 

are progressing rapidly. 
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Chapter IV 
Site and Participant Selection 

In order to be selected, states had to meet three criteria: 

(a) They had to be facing serious problems of incarce
ration policy, with current consideration being 
given to expensive construction programs; 

(b) They could not have made any irrevocable commitments 
·to programs of construction; 

(c) They had to be in close physical proximity to other 
states that met the first two criteria, in order to 
minimize travel costs. 

, 
The assistance of the Advisory Board was enlisted to 

identify states of various geographic regions which met the 

criteria. Based on their comments a preliminary plan for 

seminar sites was established: 

Seminar #1 (pilot pr0.9.:ram): Janua:r:.y. 

Connecticut 
Delaware 
New Jersey 

Seminar #2: March 

North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Virginia 

Seminar #3: April 

Indiana 
Kentucky 

. Michigan 
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Seminar #4: May 

Alabama 
Georgia 
Mississippi 
Tennessee 

Seminar #5: June 

Kansas 
Missouri 
Oklahoma 

- - - -----,------- -------------
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In February, the NIC Overcrowding Project-selected South 

Carolina and Michigan to be among their sites. Considering the 

potential conflicts of two NIC projects in the same state, it 

was decided to substitute Florida and Iowa in seminars #2 and 

#'3, respectl."vely_ ~ Centrally located training facilities were 

selected in each region, and the recruitment proaess was started 

early in January. 

Recrui.tment 

Participant selection followed a mUlti-stage process which 

began with the assessment of each state's socio-poli tical climate 

and ended with tne identification of those actors with the greatest 

potential for creating change. 

The first step in this sequence of events was the identifi

cation of a key contact person who was familiar with the politi

cal structure in/the state in question, and who could recognize 

the most influential actors in that structure. In some cases, 

this contact person ~vas a -staff member of NIC' s Overcrowding 

Project, who had already made a similar state assessment during 
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the technical assistance appl~cation process. State-specific 

identification of key persons proved to be critical, because 

the roles of these persons were found to vary considerably among 

our states. 

Based upon the suggestions of this key contact person a 

list of key decision-makers was developed. At this point, initial, 

personalized invitations, with an agenda and program description 

enclosed, were mailed to each decision-maker. This mailing was 

followed by the contact (by letter or phone) of each participant 

by an influential person from the participant's state such as 

the governor's chief of staff. Project staff followed this contact 

with a telephoned invitation, and at this point a final list of 

participants was developed. " By ,the time of the last seminar, 

the program's reputation appeared to have spread and demand for 

participant slots had grown to such a point t~at prospective 

participants needed to be advised that openings were limited, and 

that participants accepting late would not be able to secure space 

in the program. From beginning to end, the recruitment process 

required approximately 4-6 weeks of intensive effort for each 

program. 

The participant selection process was central to ,the success 

of ,the seminars; one:::comment consistently received from participants 

complemented the caliber of attendees. The use of a space-limited, 

personalized and multi-faceted recruitment process, intensively 

applied over a very short period of time, (I was the best mechanism 

for insuring high quality participants. In this type of 

process, one noted a mobile effect: as persons learned of other 
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colleagues who planned to attend, they became encouraged to 

similarly accept the invitation. 

Results were quite positive. In virtually every state, most 

key agencies--the Chief Executive's Office, the Department of 

Corrections, the judiciary, the Attorney Generals' Office, budget, 

planning and private criminal justice agencies were represented. 

Sometimes, however, a core concentration of "persons from single 

areas--such as the 1egis1ature--was desired depending upon the 

political climate in some states. In other cases, representatives 

from a wide variety of interests were impossible to obtain, given 

the circumstances which governed their capacity to attend, such 

as the timing of sudden meetings. The distribution of agencies 

represented, by seminar, is presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: 

#1 
Agency NJ CT DE 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE 

Legal Counsel 
Other Staff 

DEPARTMENT OF 
CORRECTIONS 

Commissioner 

Bureau Chief/Deputy 
Director 

Other Staff 

LEGISLATURE 

House 

Senate 

Analysts 

BUDGET AGENCY 

Comptroller 

Other Staff 

OFFICE OF ATTORNEY 
GENERAL 

Attorney General 

Other Staff 

1 

1 1 

2 

1 1 

1 
1 1 

1 

1 1 

Agencies Represented in KDM Seminars, by Seminar and State 

#2 

NC VA FL 

2 

2 1 

1 1 4 

1 

1 

1 

Seminar 
#3 

IN 10 KE 

1 

1 1 

1 4 

2 2 

1 1 

1 

1 1 

1 

2 

1 

#4 
AL MS TN GA 

: 1 

1 

1 1 1 

2 1 

1 1 1 4 
3 

2 

2 

#5 

MO KA OK 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 1 
1 1 

221 

3 

1 

1 

All Seminars 

cont'd 

TOTAL 

5 

3 

6 

13 
3 

27 

12 
8 

1 

2 

2 

6 
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Table 1:. Cont'd 

Agency 

OFFICE OF DISTRICT 
ATTORNEY 

District Attorney 

JUDICIARY 

STATE/COUNTY 
PLl-\NNING AGENCY 

Director 

Other Staff 

PAROLE BOARD 

Chairperson 

Other Members 

STATE OFFICE OF 
THE COURT 

Director 

Other Staff 

TASK FORCE/ADV. 
COMMISSION 

OTHER PUBLIC 
AGENCIES 

PRIVATE CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE AGENCIES 

Total 

#1 

NJ CT DE 

1 1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

111 

8 7 10 

1\ 
\\ 

#2 

NC VA FL 

1 

1 1 1 

1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

11 7 8 

----.--------------------~--------------------------------

"T"·"~·r 
'" .. ~-,c;,-,,~ ~_.::..:_..,. 

U b ',,,J \.:, 

Seminar 

#3 #4 
IN 10 KE AL MS TN GA 

1 

2 4 1 1 

1 
1 1 1 

1 1 

1 

1 1 

2 

3 1 

12 12 7 7 8 8 13 

#5 
MO KA OK 

1 

1 1 

1 2 

1 

10 9 6 

50 

All Seminars 

TOTAL 

3 

15 

2 

5 

2 

3 

2 

1 

6 

6 

10 

143 
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Chapter V 
Evaluation Results 

Upon termination of the final program task, participants 

were asked to complete an evaluation measuring their reactions 

to the quality and content of the Seminar. Participan-ts were 

asked to rate each of the program's segments with respect to 

1) the degree to which the purpose of the session was achieved; 

2) the usefulness of the subject matter presented; 3) the 

quality of the speaker's presentation of the subject matter; 

and 4) the usefulness of the group task in better understanding 

of the session's issues. Participants were asked, also, to rate 

the general quality of handouts and written materials. Scales 

ranged from 1 to 5, with 1 defined as "not useful"; 3 as 

"moderately useful"; and 5 as "very useful." In addition, the 

evaluations included two open-ended inquiries, requesting the 

participants'opinion on the most important aspects of the pro

gram, and asking them to indicate any changes which they would 

like to see implemented in future training. A copy of the evaluation 

used in the program is appended to the end of this report .• 

Results 

With the exception of the Cherry Hill Seminar, respondents 

were limited to the number of participants who remained at the 

program through its completion. For the Cherry Hill Seminar, 
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evaluations were mailed to participants who departed early. In 

all cases, completed evaluations were obtained from at least 

three quarters of participants. Quantitative results are 

provided in Table 1. The number of participants responding to 

evaluation inquiries within seminars tends to vary; this is 

because not all participants could be present for each s~ssionD 

Scores 

Each of ·the seminars was rated relatively high in most 

respects, with most scores falling between 4 and 5. The mean 

scores of the Cherry Hill Seminar evaluations tend to be lower 

overall than are the mean scores of other seminars, which may 

be attributed to the fact that this was the pilot program. Atlanta 

ratings for the orientation session are _lower than ,those for 

orient.ation sessions at other seminars; this may be because the 

Atlanta program started earlier and ran longer than the other 

programs. Scores for the "politics of incarceration costs" 

segment of the Indianapolis seminar are lower than most other-

scores for that_seminar; however, the scheduled speaker was not 

able to be present and was replaced by another member of the 

faculty who was not deeply experienced with these issues. 

Scores for the "costs of incarceration" task tend to be lower 

than the scores o~ other tasks; lower scores mC!y be attributed to the 

somewhat complex and quantitative nature of that particular 

exercise. An attempt has been made here to explain abherrent 

scores; in most respects, it appears that the s.eminars were 
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SEMINAR Program Area 
ORIENTATION' 
Degree to Which Session 

Achieved Objectives 
Usefulness of Material 

Presented 

Cherry 
Xi, 

Hi 11 

(N) 

(20) 

Raleigh Indianapolis Atl anta..;. 
Kansas 
City 

4.35 X (~) . 
X (N) 

4.70 (10) 
X (N) X (N) 

4.15 (23) 3.75 (12) 4.57 (21) 
Quality of Speaker's 

Presentation 
Usefulness of Task in 

Clarifying Key Issues 

4.0 

4.35 

3.95 

(20) 5.00 (10) 4.29 (24) 3.58 (12) 4.71 (21) 

4.43 (21) 

4.52 (21) PRISON POPULATIONS 
. , 

(20) 4.80 

(20) .. 4.30 

(10) 

(10) 

4.46 

4.81 

(24) 4.67 

(24) 3.55 

Degree to Which Session 
Achieved Objectives 3.95 (20) 4.38 (13) 

Usefulness of Material 4.40 (24) 4.33 

(23) 4.17 

(24) 4.17 

(23) 4.17 

Presented 4.00 (20) 4.46 (13) 
Quality of Speaker's 4.37 

4.21 

4.24 

Presentation 4.25 (20) 4.62 (13) 
Usefulness of Task in 

Clarifying K~y Issues. 4.15 . (20) 4.85. (13) . . . . . . . . . . . . 

COSTS OF INCARCERATION 
Degree to Which Session 

Achieved Objectives 4.15 
Usefulness of Material 

Presented 4.00 
Quality of Speaker's 

Presentation 3.95 
Usefulness of Task in 

Clarifying Key Issues 3.30 

CRIME CONTROL IMPACT OF 
INCARCERATION 

Degree to Which Session 
Achieved Objectives 3.75 

Usefulness of Material 
Presented 3.90 

Quality of Speaker's 
Presentation 3.80 

(20) 4.85 

(20) 4.85 

(20) ,4.92 

(20). 3.85 

(20) 4.23 

(20) 3.85 

(20) 4.54 

·i 

(13) 4.24 (23) 

(13) 4.35 (23) 

(13) 4.35 (23) 

(13) 3.87 (23) 

(13) 4.18 (22) 

(13) 4.27 (22) 

(13) 4.36 (22) 

4.17 

4.00 

4.08 

2.92 

3.85 

3.92 

4.23 

(12 ) 

(11 ) 

(12) 4.52 

(12) 4.71 

(12) 4.62 

(12) 4.67 

(12) 4.67 

(12) 4.62 

(12) 4.67 

(12) 4.43 

(13) 

(12) 

(13 ) 

4.14 

4.27 

4.52 

(21) 

(21) 

(21) 

(21) 

(21 ) 

(21 ) 

(21) 

(21) 

(21) 

(21) 

(21) 
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Cherry Hill Raleigh 
Program Area Indianapolis Atlanta Kansas 

City 

PUNISHMENT POLICY 
.OPTIONS 

X (N) x (N) 'X (N) X (N) X (N) 

Degree to Which Session 
Achieved Objectives 3.35· (20) 4.50 

Usefulness of Material 
Presented 3.95 (20) 4.75 

Quality of Speaker's 
Presentation 3.40 (20) 4.58 

POLITICS OF INCARCE
RATION COSTS 

(12 ) 

(12) 

(12) 

4.04 (25) 3.70 

4;08 (25) 3.90 

4.46 (24) 4.20 

Degree to Which Session 
Achieved Objectives 4.00 (18) 4.54 (13) 3.74 (19) 4.00 Usefulness of Material 
Presented 4.00 (18) 4.85 (13) 3.53 (19) 3.71 Quality of Speaker's 
Presentation 4.33 (18) 4.85 (13) 4.05 (19) 4.14 Usefulness of Task in 
Clarifying Key Issues 4.00 (18) 4.08 (13) 4.00 (19) 3.57 

STATE ASSESSMENT TASK 
Degree to Which Session 

Achieved Objectives 4.24 (17) 
Quality of Speaker's 4.46 (13) 4.00 

Presentation N/A 
Usefulness of Session to 

Participant in role as 
key decision-maker N/A 

~eneral Ou~litY.~f Ha~d~ . 
outs; ~ritten material~ 4.59 

N/A .4.04 

N/A 4.21 

(17) 4.85 (13 ) 4.36 

(:' 

(24) 4.00 

(25 4.09 

(24) 

(25) 4.75 

(10) 4.40 

(10) 4.65 

(lO) 4.65 

(20) 

(20) 

(20) 

(14) 4.48 (21) 

(14) 4.48 (21) 

(14) 4.48 (21) 

(14) 3.90 (21) 

(11) 4.35 (20) 

(11) 4.40 (20) 

4.55 (20) 

(12) 4.86 (21) 

~~---~-~----~--~---. 
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considered very useful and meaningful to the persons who 

evaluated them. 

comments 

Remarks by participants tended to focus upon similar aspects 

of the program's format and content. Most participants who 

responded to the "important aspects" inquiry of the evaluation 

pointed to the capacity of the program to encourage group in-

teraction. Some participants regarded the overall exchange of 

ideas as beneficial, but others were more specific: 

Discussion with other participants - 10 
Interaction with other states - 18 
Interaction within states - 14 
Exchange with other types of professionals - 12 
Getting people who could make a difference, together _ 2 
Getting a chance to talk to people in same situation _ 2 
The opportunity for l~gislators to discuss and analyze 

criminal justice issues in a politically diffused arena _ I 
The opportunity to meet others with a different 

perspective on the problem - I 

Still another body of remarks pointed to the quality and/or 
importance of the program's faculty, format and materials: 

Quality of presentations- 4 
Format - 2 
Materials - 5 
Information - 4 
Quality of faculty- I 
Group. tasks - 8 
Receiving new information - 4 
Practical examples - I 
Good pace - 1 
Variety of activities - I 
Opportunity to think about the problem - I 
Combination of .lecture and tasks - 2 
Appropriate combination of people - 4 
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Making us think of fragmented ideas as a whole - 3 
Data which clarified problem - I 
Attention to promoting follow-through after conference _ 1 
Effective use of statistics - I 

A third body of remarks pointed to the importance of various 
program segments: 

Costs information - 6 
State assessment - 4 
Options information (for addressing solution) - 6 
Political realities - I 
Cr~me control.- 1 

Comments regarding suggested changes represented less agreement~ 
Most of these remarks concerned changes in program format and 
content: 

Restructure group tasks - 1 
More emphasis on planning - 1 
Less emphasis on statistics - 2 
More emphasis on solution - 5 
Don't overrepresent roles - 2 
More time for participant reaction - 1 
Opportunity to get literature pre-meeting - I 
More and better emphasis on crime control - 1 
Revise or eliminate punishment policy options - I 
Less lecture - 1 
Less emphasis on 'no prison construction' - 2* 
Allow participants to mingle freely at dinner - 1 
More data on rehabilitation - 1 
More participants - 1 
Hold meeting in state net. represented - 2 
Hand out materials in beginning with table of contents _ 1 
Hand out materials sooner - 2 
Shorter sessions - 3 
More opportunity for discussion - 2 
Less segregation of faculty and participants - 1 
Have each person introduce themselves to all I 
Don't hold in state capitol - 2 
More breaks - 1 
Reduce task time - 2 
Increase fact time - 1 
Have more correctional professionals - 1 
Change cost exercise--took too much time - 1 
Tasks too ambiguous - 1 
Shorter presentations - l 

On some days participants -.;rere required to eat only with repre-
sentatives of their own state. 
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More state time - 5 
More interaction with other states - I 
Let states use current data in costs task - I 
More interaction within states - I 
Send 'tests' to participants before seminar - 1 
Appoint group leader before seminar - 1 
Better audio-visual aids - I 
Material had be~n covered before - 3 
Closer control of group tasks - 1 
Let media share seminar - 1 
Don't use politics questionaire - 1 
More time for group discussion - 1 
More group exercises - 1 
More emphasis on understanding statistics - 1 
Change f:i,nal lecture--too simplis'tic - 1 
More free time - 1 
Conduct one program for each state - 1 

57 

A small group of participants emphasized that changes should be 
made in the temporal placement of the seminar: 

Too long - 1 
Hold at a differ~nt time so more legislators can corne - 1 
Shorter first day - 1 (This by the way, was not Atlanta) 
Don't start on Sunday - 2 

Finally, some participants indicated that no changes should be 
made: 

No changes - 12 

The diversity of this latter group of comments and the 

numbers which they represent preclude further generalizations on 

this issue. 

Summary 

From the numerical scores and written comments, it is 

apparent that the program was quite well received by an audience 

that can be expected to be fairly critical. Despite the complex 

and potentially volatile material being presented, the participants 

were positive in their assessment of the meaningfulness of the 

material and skills of faculty. Suggestions for change are 
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to the major objectives of the seminar. 
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Chapter VI 
Results of the Key Decision-Makers Seminars 

Follow-up telephone contact with numerous program partici

pants was made during the month of July, a period 2-5 months 

following individual seminars. The seleotion of survey respondents 

centered aroun~ persons who were judged by program staff to be 

in key positions to best note the impact of the seminars in their 

stateso In many cases these participants had served as ·the 

spokesperson for the program's final group task, or back-home 

plan. A wide variety of results was noted, and at least some 

impact was noted in each state. Outcomes, listed here by category, 

are recorded below. 

Development of New Avenues f'or Problem Solution 

Following the Raleigh seminar, legislation introduced in the 

Florida House of Representatives by two participants of that 

meeting established both a task force to examine the problem 

and the creation of a community based sentencing advisory council. 

House Bill 37-H called for the creation of the "Corrections 

Overcrowding Task Force u
, composed of 11 members, including the 

governor, :Hle State Attorney General ,the Chief .Justice the . , 
secretary of the Department of Corrections, the chairman of the 

Parole Commission, three senators and three representatives. One 

senator and three representatives who participated in the Raleigh 

seminar are among the latter group. Original groundwork for the 
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Task Force was laid at that seminar during the state assessment 

task .. 

House-Bill 39-H, which created a local advisory board for 

circuit judges in two pilot circuits, has the capacity.to recommend 

offenders in those jurisdictions for community programs.. Both 

pieces of legislation, copies of which are appended to the 

end of this report, passed through the House successfully.l 

Attendance by.a number'of ,key .of~icials f~om Missouri 

at the Kansas City seminar, including one state legislator and 

the Attorney General's representative to the Corrections 

Committee of .the Governor's Crime Commission, has led to the 

consideration of more constructive ways to spend the corrections 

share of a recently passed $6 bi'llion public purpose bond .. 

Participants interv{ewed pointed out that prior to the seminar 

a new maximum security prison had been one of the proposals 

kicked around as a potential solution to that state's overcrowding 

problem. Now participants state that there is a greater probabi

lity that these funds will not be used for this purpose .. 2 

One representati~e from Missouri3 has indicated that the funds 

will more likely be directed toward the construction of a new 

classification unit to encourage the placement of offenders into 

alternative programs .. 

The Missouri Coalition for Alternatives to Incarceration 

(MOCAI) is currently working with members of that state's 

legislative research staff and representatives of probation and 

parole to write legislation which would establish and subsidize 

! ,I 
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J."n lieu of incarceration in that state. a local penalty program 

4 t" " t d "n the Key Decision-One representative of MOCAI who par J.cJ.pa e J. 

Makers Program attributes inception of this idea to the training. 

The creation of a new 55 member committee to review 

Georgia's overcrowding crisis followed participation by that 

state's representatives at the Atlanta seminar. The committee 

is divided into four substructures, each which will attend to 

one of these subject areas: enforcement, prosecution and 

adjudication; correctional services, citizens' involvement; and 

policy analysJ.s. " The commJ."ttees, whose members have been selected 

from a wide range of public and private agencies and groups, will 

t " topJ."c wJ."th·the obJ"ective of determining look at their respec J.ve 

what key decision-ma ers k J."n that area need to do to contribute to 

the problem's solution, and what resources they need to accomplish 

a contribution. Each subcommittee will meet two to four times, 

and it is expected that an interim report will be produced in 
. 5 

December. 

budget analyst and participant from Kentucky A legislative 6 

has recommended to the legislature that reclassification of that 

state's inmate population can lead to a better use of corrections 

resources. Two other participants from Kentucky who serve on a 

Task Force on Jail. o~ercrowding now support options as 

community.treatment centers, citations in 

special programs for alcoholic of~enders. 

lieu of arrest, and 

7 One of these members 

has indicated that these recommen a J.ons are d t " the direct outcome 

of participation in the training program. 
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The director of the Delaware Criminal Justice Planning 

SectionS has indicated that bail-reform legislation has been 

passed in that state. Impetus for the legislation is credited to 

,cOmmunication with Connecticut participants at the Cherry Hill 

seminar, who have similar legis'lation in their state. 

Upon their participation in the first Key Decision-Makers 

seminar in Cherry Hill, representatives of the Connecticut 

legislature and.the director'of a private criminal justice agency 

co-authored two pieces of legislation aimed at reducing demand 

for prison space in that state. House Bill 5925 called for the 

establishment of combination' of .measures--restitution, mediation, 

and community service--whichwould primarily have directed class 

C and D felons away from incarcerative sanctions. This bill did not 

make it through the General Assembly. One vers'ion of this bill 

that did pass 1 however I es·tablished mediation projects in numerous 

mechanisms. Both versions of this bill, and an except from a 

state newspaper chronicling its outcome, are included in the 

appendix at the end of this report.. 9 

Improved Relationship Between Public 
and Private Criminal· Justice Agencies. 

The invitation to attend the Key Decision-Makers Seminar 

afforded one Virginia-based private criminal justice agency a 

legitimacy ~ever before experienced, claims a representative of 

that agency who participated in the training. The chance to meet 

and work with state agency representatives in a reputable setting 

accelerated and enhanced the ability of the two agencies to work 
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with each other. lO 

The executive director of a Missouri based private agency 
11 

(MOCAl) noted, also, that inclusion in the program lent her 

agency a new credibility with public officials. She noted, 

particularly, that the program convinced public officials of 

the validity of the kinds of information MOCAl has stressed in 

the past, however unsuccessfully. Now, she finds, public officials 

who attended the program are much easier to work with. 

Refinement of Ongoing Projects 

A representative of the North Carolina Office-'of tliie Puhlio 

Defender
12 

communicated seminar information to more influential 

parties in her state, and upon doing so was able to secure their 

commitment to support the recommendations of the North Carolina 

Citizen's COIDro.ission on Alternatives to Incarceration. 

A group of policy-makers from Mississippi has proceeded 

with a plan to hold public meetings concerning.corrections issues. 

The meetings, in which representatives of the Department of 

Corrections and legislature participate, had been in the "pre-

planning II stages prior to the seminar but was definitized during 

the state assessment group task. 13 

An Increased Awareness of Issues 
Involved in the Problem 

A representative of the North Carolina Office of the Public 

Defender
14 

notes that members of the Governor's Crime Commission 

who were present at the Raleigh seminar are now more responsive to 
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planning for solutions to the problem, and are cooperating with 

her office in designing strategies for the education of both 

the Crime Commission and -the Public. 

A representative of the Kansas Office of the Governor15 

attributes his greater awareness of the definit.ion of the problem 

to his attendance at the Kansas City Seminar. Following the 

training, the participant composed a memo to the Governor requesting 

that he appoint a Task Force members of different disciplines to 

address the problem. He states that when he approached the governor, 

he had all his arglilllents in hand--solely due to his seminar 

attendance. He has also discussed the issue with several legislators. 

The director of Delaware's Criminal Justice Planning Sectionl~ 

notes that. his state's Comptroller General--also a program partici-

pant--seems to exhibit a greater unders·tanding of the problems 

faced by corrections agencies. While he has no way of knowing 

for sure, he believes the fact that halfway houses have been 

funded for the first time in Delaware is linked to the Comptroller's 

new receptivity upon attending the seminar in Cherry Hill. 

, 17 h' tl k' " " An Oklahoma leglslator w 0 lS curren y wor lng on reV1Slons 

of that state's criminal justice code has requested an interim 

study of the criminal justice system. Although the study had been 

in the planning stages prior to the Kansas City seminar, the 

l."epresentatiV'e's attendance helped him to refine the focus of his 

study. 

A co-chairman of the New Jersey Governor's Transition Team 

(corrections committee)18 claims that his participation in the 
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Cherry Hill seminar helped him to make better recommendations 

during his Task Force service. Now, he states he is able to 

converse intelligently with both legislators and public in such 

issues as mandatory sentencing and new construction. He is aware 

nm'l that popularly endorsed, easy II solutions II are not the 

answer to what he learned was a much mOLe complicated issue. 

A representative of the Virginia-based Offender Aid ana 

R t t ' , t' 19 bl . es ora ~on organ~za ~on was a e to ref~ne the focus of a 

project-in-progress aimed at structuring sentencing and encouraging 

alternatives. Moreover, the participation, and increased awareness, 

of two state legislators has made his work relationship with them 

a much more productive one. 

Ongoing Dissemin'ation of ,Program Materials 

A legislative analyst from Florida20 duplicab.=d and circulated 

entire copies of program materials to the Florida Attorney 

General, the staff of the Senate and the Governor's staff. 

A circuit judge from Alabama2l plans to distribute program 

materials at the next meeting of ,the Alabama Circuit Judges 

Association, an influential group of which he is chairman. 

. Mississippi officials have duplicated and distributed copies 

of the program. materials to members of that state's Board of 

Corrections. 22 

Program materials have been distributed to ardare in use 

py the 

staff. 

National Institute of Corrections Overcrowding Project 

An overvie1.'l of research performed during the preparatory 
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stages of the Key Decision-Makers program will be published by The 

Prison Journal in its 1982 Spring-Summer issue. Papers produced 

by project staff for the training manual more or less represent 

an nriginal synthesis of the problem of incarcerat;on ..... costs. 

Creation of a Working Network of 
Mutual Assistance Interaction 

Numerous respondents
23 

noted that their participation in 

the seminar allowed them to meet other professionals in the 

problem context, and that their association with these parties 

had continued through the pr t esen • Persons represented in these 

relationships encompassed both participants and staff alike. 

Recognition of Additional Information Needs 

A number of states are in the initial stages of planning 

additional training solely for their area officials. Iowa has 

petitioned the National Institute of Corrections toward this 

end. 24 
Officials in Florida are seeking program lecturers to 

address that state's Overcrowding Task Force. 25 , , , M~ssJ.ss~ppi 

officials have contacted Gail Funke, a member of the 'training 

program faculty, to develop more factual cost statements than 

those which had been in use and to look at the economic long

range implications of their proposals for additional correctional 

facilities. 26 
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[1] Conversation with Liz Barnes Abernathy, Legislative 
Analyst, Florida House of Representatives. 

[2] Conversation with Lucia Erikson, Executive Director, 
Missouri Coalition for Alternatives to Incarceration; and Duncan 
Kinchloe, Missouri Office of the Attorney General. 

[3] Conversation with Joe Holt, Missouri State Representative. 

[4] Conversation with Lucia Erikson, supra note 2. 

[5] Conversation with Bill Kelly, Georgia Criminal Justice 
Coordinating Council. 

[6] Conversation with Barri Christian, Budget Analyst, Kentucky 
Legislative Research Commission. 

[7] Conversation wit£ Mike Bewley, Louisville-Jefferson County 
Criminal Justice Commission (Kentucky). 

[8J Conversation with Tom Quinn, Director, Delavlare Criminal 
Justice Planning Section. 

[9] Conversation with Sherri Haller, Director, Criminal Justice 
Education Center (Connecticut). 

[10] Conversation with Jim Nolan, Offender Aid and Restoration 
(Virginia) • 

[11] Conve~sation with Lucia Erikson, supra note 2. 

[12] Conversation with Mary Ann Tally, Public Defender's Office 
(North Carolina). 

[13] Conversation with John Hennigan, Chief of Staff, Mississippi 
Governor's Of·f ice. . 

[14] Conversation with Mary Ann Tally, supra note 12. 

[15] Conversation with Bert Cantwell, Kansas Office of the 
Governor. 

[16] Conversation with Tom Quinn, supra note 8. 

[17] Conversation with Oklahoma State Representative Don McCorkle. 

[18] Conversation with Louis Nickolopoulos, Somerset County 
Sheriff and Co-Chairman, Governor Kean Tra~sition Team. 

[19] Conversation with Jim Nola~ supra note 10. 

[20] Conversation with Liz Barnes Abernathy, supra.note 1. 
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[21], ~onve7sation with the Honorable Joseph Colquitt Judg 
6th Jud~c~al C~rcui t (Alabama). Ie, 

[22] Conversation with Morris Thigpen, Commissioner, M' , , , 
Board of Corrections. ~ss~ss~pp~ 

[23] ~onve7sation·with Liz Barnes Abernathy, supra note 1; 
Conver~at~on w~th Mark Umbriet, Executive Director, Prisoner and 
Commun~ty Together (Indiana); Conversation with Mary Ann Tally 
supra note 12. , 

~24] ,?onversation with Stefanie Barth, Recruitment Coordinator 
(th~s proJect) and Dlrector, Technical Assistance, National Council 
on Crime and Delinquency. 

[25] Conversation 't'lith Liz Barnes Abernathy, supra note 1. 

[26] Conversation with !·1orris Thigpen, supra note 22. 
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Chapter VII 
Implications for Future Seminars 

The Y.ey Decision-Maker Seminars permit a number of 

observations to be drawn which deserve review by other groups 

wishing to pursue similar efforts in the future. 

One of the most noteworthy aspects of this program--and 

probably one of its greatest strengths--was its capacity for 

getting persons together who need to work with each other, but 

who otherw:ise would not have had the chance to do so. The 

combinati'.Jns of persons being referred to here include that 

of the academic community with the community of policy-makers, 

and of policy-makers with each other. 

It is much too rare that members of the academic research 

community are provided with a forum in which they can share this 

knowledge with those very persons who are most able to act on 

the basis of their work. The experience accumulated during the 

K.ey Decision-Maker program indicated not only that the community 

of practitioners has an appreciation for shared information, but 

also that the material could be presented in a. manner that made it 

both palatable and understandable to persons who most need to use 

it. 

Assigned group tasks provided an opportunity for represen-

tatives of diverse backgrounds to meet and commence professional 

working relationships which are integral to the creation of 
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solutions demanding the interaction of the agencies and concerns 

which they represent. Evalu t' f a ~ons 0 program components indicated 

that participants recognized their need t o work cooperatively 

with other professionals upon receiving a chance to do so. 
Moreover, 

the initial contacts provided by the seminar led to the creation 

of relationships which persisted beyond the completion of the 

training. Finally, the interaction provided by the seminar 

instilled an energy in its participants which encouraged them to 

continue working on the problem even after they had returned to 

their home states. In this respect, it is suggested that some form 

of follow-up technical assistance could be a beneficial addition 

to future programs creating similar kinds of energy. 

Favorable response to materials during the program and the 

continued dissemination of program documents by key decision

makers upon return to their home state indicates that assumptions 

concerning the needs of policy-makers for rele~ant and recent 

research in a convenient and access;ble neh;cle 
~ v ~ such as the train-

ing manual, were, in fact, appropr;ate. F t 
~ u ure programs should 

continue to emphasize the availability of similar materials, 

although the high costs associated with this program's handouts 

demand exploration of other design and duplication alternatives 

in order to minimize costs. 

Similar types of training could benefit from a longer time 

frame from which seminar dates can be selected. In some cases 

during the present key decision-maker training, such as in the 
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case of Alabama, training followed the close of the legislative 

session or fell too far away (and sometimes, was separated by 

an election) from the start of the next. Since materials pre-

paration consumed one-half of the period allocated for the pro-

gram, staff had only six months in which to conduct all five 

seminars. In the future, selection from a period of up to one 

year can assure that training closely precedes the start of the 

legislative session in all cases. 

One final suggestion regarding future efforts involves the 

consideration of other groups as subjects for training. Addi-

tional parties deserve consideration only if any increase in 

their understanding of the problem can lead to more constructive 

efforts toward its solution. Surely one of most advantageous aspects 

of the preeent program was that it removed ~ey decisio~-makers. 

from a political context in which the uninforrne·d pressure of t,he 

media is omnipresent'; indeed, the program demonstrated, at l€'rast , 

that policy-makers can think creatively about corrections whEm 

removed from that context. It is believed that upon return to their 

horne states such creative thinking can be hampered when other key 

groups in the problem context have not been similarly enlightened. 

In general, however, the seminars must be seen as a successful 

experiment. It is possible to use innovative program designs to 

bridge the gap between policy-maker and research, between correc-

tions officials and political decision-makers. Programs much as 

these should be expanded and continued. 
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Orientation: 

The purpose of the orientation was to provide participants 
with a background on the problem of incarceration costs during 
fiscal restraint. 

1. Degree to which purpose of session was achieved: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1 
Very 
little 

2 3 
Some
what 

4 5 
Completely 
achieved 

Usefulness of subj ect matter presented: 

1 2 
Not 
useful 

3 4 
r<loder-
2,tely 
useful 

5 
Very 
usefu.l 

Quali ty of speaker's preseI:ltation of sub'j ect matter: 

1 
Poor 

2 3 
Fair 

4 5 
Excellent 

Usefulness of the "group exercise" to better understand the 
session's issues: 

1 2 
Not 
useful 

3 4 
Moder
ately 
useful 

5 
Very 
useful 
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Session 1: Prison Populations and·Incarceration Policy 

The purpose of this session was to explore current knowledge 
concerning prison poulations, with special emphasis' on the re
lationship between policy-making and changes in populations. 

1. Degree to which purpose of session was achieved:' 

'2. 

3. 

4. 

1 
Very 
little 

2 3 
Some
what 

4 5 
CfJm:c?letely 
achieved 

Usefulness of subject matter presented: 

1 
Not 
useful 

2 3 
Moder
atelv 
useful 

4 5 
Very 
useful 

Quality of speaker's presentation of subject matter: 

1 
Poor 

2 3 
Fair 

4 5 
Excellent 

Usefulness of the "group exercise" to better understand the 
session's issues: 

1 
Not 
useful 

2 3 
JI~oder'" 

ately 
useful 

4 

--~ "-~-.----~--~-- ,----" --- --

5 
Very 
useful 
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Session 2: Costs of Incarceration Policy 

The purpose of this session was to present the various types 
of costs of incarcerating offenders, with special emphasis on long-term 
implications of incarceration. 

Please rate this session on the following: 

1. Degree to which the purpose of the session was achieved: 

2. 

3. 

1 
Very 
little 

2 3 
Some
vThat 

4 5 
Completely 

Quality of subject matter presented: 

1 
Poor 

2 3 
Fair 

4 5 
Excellent 

Quality of speaker's presentation of subject matter: 

1 
Poor 

2 3 
Fair 

4 5 
Excellent 

4. Usefulness of group task in clarifying incarceration costs: 

1 
Not 
useful 

2 

Other comments: 

3 
Some
what 
Useful 

4 5 
VeJf,':! 
Useful 
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Session 3: Crime Control Impact o~ Incarceration 

The purpose of this session was to present the most recent 
current information about the effectiveness of incarceration at con
trolling or reducing the number of crimes being committed. 

1. Degree to which purpose of session was achieved: . 

2. 

3. 

1 
Very 
little 

2 

Usefulness 

1 2 
Not 
useful 

of 

3 4 
Some-' 
what 

subject matter 

3 4 
Moder-
ately 
useful 

5 
Com9letely 
achieved 

presented: 

5 
Very 
useful 

Quality of speaker's presentation of subject matter: 

1· 
Poor 

2 3 
Fair 

4 5 
Excellent 
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Session 4: Punishment Policy Options 

The purpose of this session was to present an array of punish
_ment policy options now being used which might prove helpful and 
controlling or reducing incarceration costs. 

1. Degree to which purpose of session was achieved: 

1 
Very 
little 

2 3 
Some
\'lhat 

4 5 
Completely 
achieved 

2. Usefulness of subject matter presented: 

1 
Not 
useful 

.... . 

2 3 
Moder
ately 
useful 

4 5 
Very 
useful 

3. Quality of speaker's presenation of subject matter: 

1 
Poor 

2 .3 
Fair 

4 5 
Excellent 
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Session 5: Political Aspects of Incarceration Policy 

The purpose of this session was to explore 'the political context 
within which incarceration policies are established with special 
attention to the pbli·tics of qontrolling incarceration costs. 

1. Degree to which purpose of session was achieved: 

1 2 3 4 5 
Very Some':'" COIm?lp-tely 
little what achieved 

2. Usefulness of subject matter presented: 

1 2 3 4 5 
Not Moder- Very 
useful ately useful 

(( 
0-

3. Quality of speaker's presentation of subject matter: 

1 il2 3 4 5 
Poor Fair Excellent 

4. Usefulness of the "group exercise" to better understand the 
session's issues: 

1 2 3 4 5 
Not Moder- Very 
useful ately useful 

useful 

'~ '< 

"~"'_''' __ ''~~ _.·h._.· ... ~_ .. 
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Session 6: State Assessment Task 

The purpose of this session was to provide an opportunity for 
participants to explore the current status of incarceration policy 
and fiscal restraint in their states. Emphasis was placed on 

'.' .-
developing strategies for controlling incarceration costs. 

1. Degree to which the purpose of this session was achieved: 

1 2 
Very 
little 

3 
Some
what 

4 5 
Completely 
achieved 

2. Quality of speaker's presentation of subject matter: 

1 
Peor 

2 3 
Fair 

4 5 
Excellent 

Please rate the general usefulness of this' session to you in your 
role as a key decision-maker 

1 
Not 
useful 

comments: 

2 3 
Moder
ately 
useful 

4 5 
Very 
useful 

Rate the general quality of handouts and written materials 

1 
Poor 

comments: 

2 3 
Fair 

4 5 
Excellent II, 

I Ii 

I 

Rate the program's accomodations 

1 
Poor 

2 3 
Fair 

4 

-8-

5 
Excellent 

80 : 

What were the most important aspects of this program, in your 'opinion? 

comments: 

What changes do you suggest in this program the next time it will 
be run? 

comments: 

:!l, 
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1982 Legislature 

HB 39-H, ist Engrossed 

An act relating to corrections; creating s. 

944.927, Florida Statutes, the Local Offender 

Advisory Council Act; providing legislative 

intent with respect to establishment o[ 

optional pilot community programs within the 

1st and 8th judicial circuits to provide 

sentencing alternatives '[or certain nonviolent 

offenders; providing for local offender 

advisory councils in partiCipating countieo and 

citi~s and specifying duties thereof; providing 

for assistance by the Department of 

Correctional providing procedure for withdrawal 

from the program;, providing an effective date. 

Be It Enacted by the LegislatUre of the State of Florida: 

/,0" ~\~ 

Section 1. Se6tion'~44.927, Flo~ida Statutes, is 
created to read: 

944.927 Local Offender Advisory Council Act.--

U1J :r--"1; J=-t; J.~=tJ ~~~ -,,1"" -=0 -~ P!'l: w Ii.J "" w t"; ...:;.:l . 
'.~;.; 

ENROLLED 

1982 Legislaturs 
liB 39-H, 1st Engronsed 

efficiency 'and economy in the delivery of correctional 

services. 

(2) In the event that cities or counties or 

combinations thereof within the 1st and 8th judicial circuits 

• elect to deVelop, eatablish and maintain such community 

programs, they shall provide support to a local Offender 

advioory council composed of members appointed by the county 

or city governing ,body; if a combination thereof, an equal 

number of members shall be appointed by each partiCipating 

governing body. Each council ohall aloo include in its 

membership two persons appointed by the chief judge of the 

circuit serVing the jurisdiction or jurisdictions 

partiCipating on the committee, and one person appointed by 

the appropriate regional office of the Department of 

Corrcctiono. Such councils ehall be responsible for: 

(a) Identifying and developing community services and 

programs, for use by the courts in diverting offenders from 

state correctional institutions. 

(b) Providing a mechanism whereby all offenders with 

needs for services will be linked to appropriate agcncieo and 
() 

individuals. 

J;llii;'","" 
, 1If1 

~ ,/ 

(1) It is the intent of the Legislature that cities 

and counties or combinations thereof within the 1st and 8th 

judicial circuit have the option to develop, establish and 

maintain as pilot projects community programs to provide ~he 
judicial system with sentenCing alternatives for certain 

nonviOlent O!fendero ... ho may require leoo than inatitUtional 

custOdy but more than probati'on supervision. It is !urther 

intended that such programs prOvide increased opportUnities 

, for offenders to make rest! tution to Victims of crhie thro,;!gh 
/1" 

(c) Upon referral to the council by the circuit court, 

determining if an appropriate behavioral contract can be 

developed wi th an offender in a, community program as an 

alternatiVe to incarceration, and providing findingo and 

recommendations to the referring judge. 

(3) The Department of Corrections 1a authorized to 

assist a ,county or city, or COmbination thereof, to develop 

and to enter into contracts to establish, pursuant to the 

U 

1 
finanCial reimbursement or community serVice, while promoting 

provisions of this section, community pl'oqrams to provide the 

I , 
I 
1 
! 

judicial system with sentencing 'alternatives for those ! 
1 2 ,I ~ eOOltlC, No<d. 1n ·'".k ", ••• k 'yp. ". d.lo"o •• 'co. ""tin. CODINO, wora. i ...... k .. , •• ,k type '<e del." ... 'eo ..... "., ~. II 

=~=- l~=:=:~=':·:':'::~ ___ . ___ . __ ._.~~W~W~~d~:":'~l''l<4 ". 'd~~==-____ ~_~ ;1 
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1982 Legislature HS 39-1{, 1st Engrossed 

o!!fmders sentenced to incarceration but who may require less 

supervision than that provided in a state correctional 

institution. The department in consultation with members o£ 

the judiciary is fUrthGr outhorized and directed to pl'eFlcribe 

standards for the development, operation and evaluation of 

programs and services authorized by this aectlon. 

(4) Any participating cities or counties or: 

combinations thereof may~ at the beginning of any fiscal year, 

by ordinance or resolution of its governing authority, notify 

the depnrtment of its intention to terminate the local 

o~fender advisory council. The department shall notify the 
1/, 

Governor and the appropriate sUbstantive and appropriations 

committees of the Legislature of any such termination, which 

shall be effective 60 days foliowing, notice to the department. 

(5) Any participating cities or counties or 

combinations thereof creating SUch boards mny make 

recommendations to the department with reqnrd to future 

odoption of fiscal incentives. to encourage ~urther development 

of existing programs. '0 

Section -2. This act shall take effect upon becoming a 

law. 

3 , 
CODING; Words in stpHek t"peH~" type are deletions from existing 

law; words ~~d~£~~~~ are additions
l 
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"B 37-H, 2nd Engroueed 

hn net rel~ting to corrections; ~reatln9 8. 

944.021, Florida Stntutesl creQtin~ a 

corrpctlolln overcrowding tank force to make 

recomm~ndntionB with ~espect to prieo" 

overcrowding, providing for appointm~nt and 

renponnlbllitieBI providing for a report to the 

Governo'r and Loqin1ature, providing lln 

!!ffective dllte. 

Be It Enncted by the LoqiRlIIture of the Sl:ato of ril'ridal 

Section 1. Section 944.021, Florida Statutob, is 

crented to read: 

944.021 Corrections overcrowding task torce.--

(1) There is created a corrections overcrowdinq task 

force which shall be com~osed of 11 members, to include three 

Reprenentntivos IIppointod by tho Speniter ot: the House of 

Rppreselltntiven, throe Senators appointed by the I'tesldenl: of 

the Senate, and tho following individualn or theit dOBigneeol 

The I\ttornlty Coneral, the Secretary of Correctiona, the 

chnirperBon of the Parole rind Probation Commission, the Chief 

Juntice of the Supreme court Imd the Covernor. 

(2) Members of the tasle force IJhall meet on II. monthly 

bnllis for a period of 9 months beglnninq in July 1982. A 
majority of members ohall conotituto a quorum. ;.. tinnl report 

wi th oped fic recommlJndation" shn1l be oubm! tted to the 

Governor lind Legll!1lature no later' than February IS, i983, and 

IJhl111 include consideration of tho followIng: 

( n) Gnin time. 

(b) Sitlnq of correctional facilitlen. 

- 1 

- COIHNGI Wot'do in IJblt!!I!. !~"t'I\t"h typ~ .~~~ deletions from uiBting 

1982 Legislature JI[I 37-H, 7.nrI Engl'osllt'!d 

(c) Youthful Offonder I\ct. 

(d) Local monitoring of county jail populations, 

corrections plnno, nltornntive community services programs, 

and restitution. 

(e) Judicial use of local offender advisory councils. 
::'\.-

(f) Pre-trial interven:,.\on progrl\ms. 

(9) Corporal p\lnishment/exceooivc use of force. 

(h) Inmnte dnta nnd cOIICldcntJllllty. 

(i) Probation revocation. 

(j) Population projectiono, nnd 

(It) Parolo and Probntion Commloo10n opernt!OIlA. 

The task force shall aloo provide n prospcctun for the 

development of a 10-year plnn for corrections with emphnois on 

elJtablishing popUlation targete in order to elecl'cnne the fltntf! 

incarceration rate. 

(3) Membera of tho tibBIe force shnll Borve without 

compennation, btlt chnll be entitled to be reimburoed for per 

diem and travel expenaen on pro~'dRd by s. 112.061. 

(4) Neceneary staff Bupport for tho tadk force ahall 

be provided by the Department oC Legal Affairn. 

-Section 2. The provilliohB of thia act ohnll pxplre on 

April 1, 1983. 

Section 3. This act shlill take ef£ect July 1, 1982. 

2 
CODING, Worde in 1J~.\tek th.e\t~h type are deletions from exiotinq 

law I wordo !I,!1.!!!~.!!!let! nre add! tionlJ. 
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Bill A,nalysis 85 
FINAL BILL fu~ALYSIS 

DO NOT RErv'JOVE FROi'll FILE 

FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESE1"ITATIVES 
RALPH H. HABEN, JR., Spulter/BAImY KUTUN. Speaker pro tempore 

COMMITTEE ON CORRECTIONS, PROBATION & PAROLE 

BILL NO: HB 39 (SPECIAL SESSION) 
Rep. Wards and Rep. Mills SPONSORS: 

SUB .. TECT: Local Offender Advisory Council Act 

I. ISSUE STATEMENT 
A. 

B. 

C. 

Current Situation 
In 1981 the State of Virginia passed an act similar to this 
one. Among its provisions is a section which ~llows judges 
to refer individual felony offenders to commun~ty correc
tions resources boards for consideration for co~~unity pro
grams in lieu of incarceration in correctional institutions. 
Any such referrals are to be madefollc:>wing con~i<?~ion, but 
prior to commitment to a state correct~onal fac~l~~y. -

Issue Being Addressed·-
Although pre-trial intervention· programs operate i~ 18 ,?f' 
Florida's 20 judicial circuits, there is no mechan~sm l~ke 
the one described above. By providing two circuits, the 1st 
and the 8th 'with the ootion to create (as department pro-

'jects) local offender aiblisory councils whose primary func
~ion is to seek alternatives to incarceration, more offenders 
may be diverted from the ~tate correctional institutions. 
(Note: As pointed out in House floor debate, local govern
ments statewide may create community corrections resources 
boards. The effect of the bill is simply to give direction 
as to the sort of pilot program that might be created, and 
to provide for Department of Corrections assistance and 
standards. ) 

Probable Effect of Proposed Change. ..... . 
During the first year of implementat~on, V~rg~n~a ~n~t~ated 
ten local councils, and a total of 48 felons were success
fully diverted by eight of the ten project~. Two te~i~ations 
were reported. The program was not as act~v~ as ant~c~pated 
(the projected number of referrals for ~e ~~~st.year.was 9~); 
however it was successful enough that V~rg~n~a ~s no~ cons~d-, , 

ering expanding the program to include .~isdemeanants. 

Ms'orJs:nes W. ReeM. S __ Di.'"1!<!".or 
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HB 39 (SPECIAL SESSION) 
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861 
I 

II. 

Because the concept presented in this bill is new to Florida, 
it is not known what effect enactment of the bill would have 
in terms of diverting offenders from ptate correctional insti
tutions in the two circuits where pilot projects are authorized. 
There is some concern that the judiciary might refer offenders 
who are otherwise destined for traditional probation to the 
councils, rather than limiting referrals to felony offenders who 
are facing incarceration (the purpose for which the bill is 
intended). This has reportedly not been a problem in Virginia. 

FISCAL IMPACT 
A. State 

B. 

The Department of Corrections is authorized to assist local 
governments and is directed to prescribe standards for the 
development, operation and evaluation of progra11l.S and serv
ices authorized by this section. The cost of this service 
to the Department has not been calculated, but it is antici
pated that the Department may be able to provide such 
assistance within existing resources. 

Local -
Local governments whic.h appoint local o~'fender ac;lvisor¥ <?ouncils 
would be required to support. such counc~ls. It ~s ant~c~pated 
that persons appointed to the committees will serve on a volun
teer basis; however, staff support and equipment vlould require 
a monetary co~~~~ent. 

NOTE: In Virginia, state money is appropriated to local boards 
through grants from'the'Department of Corrections. For the 
first year of implementation the Virginia Assembly appropriated 
funds to the Deoartment of Corrections to provide grants to 
local boards in-an amount sufficient to allow for some resi
dential and halfway house care, in addition to other less inten
sive (and expensive) programs. A typical board is staffed with 
a director and an administrative assistant. 

CO~..MENTS 
The concept presented in this bill emphasizes the need for 
more community involvement in coping with felony offenders, 
and takes into consideration the possibility that some non
violent felons might be punished more cheaply and efficiently 
in community rather than state programs. It also provides for 
more community assistance to the judiciary. 

In Virginia interested counties or cities participating in 
the program set their own criteria for accepting or rejecting 
an offender according to community standards. A board's recom-· 
mendation to the refer~ing judge is restricted to indicating 
either willingness or unwillingness to accept the person; a 
board is not asked to recommend a specific incarcerative sen
tence in lieu of accepting the person for a community program. 
A detaiied recommendation is made only in cases when a board 
decides to recommend community diversion. 

" ~ \ 
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In· virginia offenders who~have participatea thus far'have 
been convicted of the following offenses: 

Lru;ceny: 13 (offenders) 
7 Burglary: 

Dangerous 
Forgery: 

drugs/s~le of cocaine: 
5 

Fraud: 4 
Unauthorized use of vehicle: 
Stolen vehicle: 2 
Carry concealed weapon: 1 
Forge & utter, larceny: 1 
Gambling: 1 
Incest with minor: 1 
Break and enter: 1 
Possession of burglary tools: 
Embezzlement: " 1 
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Bill A.nalysis 88 I 
FINAL BI~L ANALYSIS 

FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
RALPH H. HABEN. JR., Speaker/BARRY KUTUN. Speaker pro tempore 

COMM1TI'EE ON CORRECTIONS, PROBATION & PAROLE 

June 22, 1982 

BILL NO: ' HB 37 (SPECIAL SESSION) 
SPONSORS: Rep. Ward and Rep. Mills 
SUBJECT: Corrections Overcrowding Task Force 

I. ISSUE STATEMENT ~ _.~_" 

A. Current situation 
, Over the years there have been numerous task forces and 

committees whose purpose has been to examine various facets 
of the criminal justice system. The Governor's Advisory 
Committee on Corrections and the Governor's Task Force on 
Criminal 'Justice System Reform are two of these which are 
currently in operation (the latter is to present its final 
,report in the near future). .. 

B. Issue Being Addressed 
, Florida is once again facing a corrections overcrmvding 
situation of major proportions. Even if the current crisis 
can be0managed satisfactorily, the problem of overcrowding 
is likely'to be a continuing one. 

C. Probable Effect of Proposed Change 

t. 

The Corrections Overcrowding'Task'Force created by this bill is 
required to address numerous issues in order to provide recom
mendations concerning overcrowding in correctional facilities 
in a report to the Legislature and Governor due by February 15, 
1982. 

The committee is also required to recommend a prospectus for 
a ten-year plan for corrections with emphasis on providing 
population targets in order to reduce. the state's incarcera
tion rate." 

Major James W. Reese. Staff Director 
432 House Office Building, ~aUahaasee. Florida 32301 (904) 488-6333 
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II. 

.; .... .... 

III. 

FISCAL IMPACT 
A. State 

Some funds would be necessary to provide.for the eight monthly 
meetings required by the bill. Staff support for the committee 
is to be provided by the Department of Legal Affairs. It is 
expected that expenses will be covered by the existing resources 
of the offices and agencies involved. There is no specific 
appropriation for the task force. Should the goal of reducing 
the incarceration rate in correctional institutions. be met, the 
savings to ,the state could be SUbstantial (depending on the 
population targat adopted). 

. 
B. Local 

None 
, 

COMMENTS 
The Department of Corrections supports the idea of appointing 
-an adv-is-ory"'task force, 'but .is concerned that 'without a spe
cific appropriations providing for staff, the task force's work 
would be impeded. The Department also'suggests that considera
tion be given to the possibility of providing funding in an 
amount sufficient ,to contract 'with qualified consultants. 

The idea of reducing the incarceration rate in state 
correctional populations is not untried. Michigan is one state 
with an overcrowding emergency powers act which. authorizes the 
early release of specially selected "nondangerous" inmates. 

STAFF DIRECTOR: __ '----:-_.&_ ~, -I---=~_.~_--=-_._' _. __ 

Ma~w .. Reese. 
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File Ro. 754 

substitute House Bill no. 5925 

. . , , 

.. 
Honse . of Representa'tives, Apri~ 23, 1982. 

. ~he Coa~ittee on· Appropriations reported through' 
,~epresenta tive Rrigh t of' the 77th District, 1 
-Chair~an of the co~~ittee on the pait of the I 
House, that the substitute bill ought'to pass. I 

1 
2 

, "3 
. 4 
.5 
·6 
7 
8 

.9 
10 

·11 
12 
13 
14 
1S 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

-21 

AN ACT COnCBRUIHGRESTITUTION, COftKUNITY SERVICE, 
l1EDIATIOll AND SUPERVISORY RELEASE. 

Be it enacted by the Sonate and nouse 'of 
Representatives in General Asse=.bly con";encd: 

section 1. CNRi} As. used in scctlons 1 to 9, 
inclusive, of this act: 

(1) ~Co~munity service" eeans the placement 
of o'ffenders in unpaid positions uith nonprofit or 
tax-supported agencies for the parfor:::ance of.a 
specified number of hours of ilork or service 
vit}{i~n" ... a given period of tine. 

. (2) "Community service plan" shall consist of 
an agreenent bet~een the court and the offender 
and shall specify (1) the nu~ber of required 
coemunity service hours, (2) the ty~e of agency 
for place:::1ent, (3) the period. of tine invhich the 
comeuni ty service will be comple ted.. (4) the 
tentative schedule, (5) the job title and a brief 
description of the responsibilities, (5) 
conditions and sanctions for failure to fulfill 
the plan, and (7) the supervisor of t.he plan. 

.(~ "Hediation" means the process where t~o 
or more persons to a dispute agree to meet. with an 
impartial third party to worlc ·to~ard a resolution 
of the dispute which is satisfactory to all 

90 
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2 File No. 754 

22 parties in accordance vith p~inciples of mediation 
23 commonly used in labor DaDageoent disputes. 
24 ; (Q) "Mediation plan" shall consist of an 
25 agreement betueen the persons to a dispu te for the 
26 resolution of that dispute and oay specify (1) the 

: 21 amount of money to be paid or nature of services 
~a to .be, rendeI:ed by a party, (2) th e manner in which 
29 such sums or services are to be provided, and (3) 

.30.the time within vhich the plan wilL be 
~1 accomplished. 
32~ .(~ "Restitution" ce~ns the iestora~ion by an 
33 offender of a victim's losses through either 
34 payment of money <?r pI:ovision of services to the 
·35 'victim or, with the concurrence of the victim to 
36 a third party. . ' 
37 (6) "Restitution plan" shall consist of a 
38 ~ritten agre~~ent between the victim of a crime or 
39 a third party and the offender and shall specify 
40 (1,. the amount of the restitu tio!l, (2) \:hether the 
41 restitution will' be in the fora of cash or 
42 services, (3) the payiJent schedule,:' (4) whethe~ 
43,the paymen~s are to be. made dir~ctly to the victim 
44 0; to a th~rd party, Cr.j ancillary obligations or 

.. 45 rl.gbts of the offender, (6) conditions and 
46 sanctions fOI: failure to fulfill the plan, and (7) 
41 the supervisor of the plan.' " , 
"e Sec. 2. (N};rl) The pur pose of sections 1 to 
49-11, inclusive, of this act is to reconcile the 

., ...•. 50 losses 0 f victims of crime, assist in the 
,. 51 redu~tion of prison overcrowding ind speed court 

52 processing through the use of restitution, 
53co~cunity service, mediation and. supervisor1 
54 .release. 
55 Sec. 3. Section 53a-28 of the general 

'"56 statutes is repealed and the following is 
57 substituted in lieu thereof: 
58 . Cal Except as provided in chapter 359, to the 
59 extent that such chapteI: is inconSistent hereWith, 
60 every person convicted of an offense shall be 
61 sentenced in accordance with this title. ' 
62 (b) !xcept as provided in sections 53a-45, 
63 53a-~6ar 51a-54b and 53a-92," when a person is 
6q conv~ctedo~ an offense, the court shall impose 
65 ~ne of the folloving centences: C1l A term of 
66 1tlpr~50naf}nt; or (~h a sentence authorized by 

,61 sect~ons ~ 8-65a or,,,:'j'8-73 or (3) a fine: or (4) a 
68 !erm of 1nprisonnent And a finei or (5) a tero of 
69 1npr~sonneht, vith the cr.ecution of such sentencn 
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70 of icprison~ent suspended, entirely or after a 
71 period set by the court, and a perioci of probation 
12 or a period of cond~tional discha7ge; 0: (6) a 
~3 term'of icprisonoent, ~~th the execut~on ~~' such 
74 sentence of ioprison~ent suspend;d, e~t~rely or 
75 after a period set by the court,.anQ a f~ne.a~d a 
76 period of probation, or a per~od of cond~tl.~nal 
71·discharge· or (7) a fine and a sentence author~zed 
78 by secti~n 18-65 or 18-73; or (8) a sentence 0: 
79 unconditional dischargel OR (9) A ~ERM o~ 
80 IMPRISonMEHT, RITH TH~ EXECUTION OF SUCH SENTENCE 
81 OP ,INPRIS01H1;;!IT SUSPBNDED, EUTIRElY OR hF~RR A 
82 PERIOD SET BY THE COURT. AND All ORDeR OF 
83 RESTITUTION· OR'! PERIOD 07 COHRUNITY SERVICE: 

,B4 . eel A sentence to a period Of. probat~o~ or 
S~ cdnditional discharge in accordance ~~th sect~ons 
86 53a~29 to ~3a-34, inclusive, OR A SEGTEHCE HITH A3 
81, ORDER Or' ,R ESTITUTION OR A PERIOD OF CotIi1UNITY 
88 SERVICE III ;;'CCORDA!iCE WITH S ~CTIO~f ~ OF T~IS iiCTL.' 
89 shall be deemed' a revocabl-e d~spos~t~on, ~n that 
90 such sentence shall be tentative.to the e:tent 
·91 that it may be altere~ or revoked ~n accoraan~e 
92 vith said sections but for all other purposes 1t 
93 shall be deeDed to be a ·final. judgnent of 
94 conviction. 

,95 Sec. 4. (UER) (a) Tne court may sentence a 
96 per~on Lo make restitution or perform community 
97 service upon conviction oi a clas~ C or 0 felony 
98 or a class i misdemeanor, if the court is of the 
99 opinion that (1) such conviction 'and the past I 

100 criminal history o~ the .defe~d~nt would have I 
101 ordinarily resulted ~n the ~mpos~t~on of a term ?f I 

102 imprisonment, or (2) such. a sen~e~ce~. ~Sll 
10~.~ppropriate to ceet the requ~recents o~ J~s~~ce. 
104 ,A.: defenda nt may be sentenced to a per~od of 
'lOS cornmurd.ty service if he is sentenced to pay. a fine 
106 and is unable to pay the ~~ne at the t~ce of 
101 sent.~ncing .or in accordanc~ with terms set by the 
l08 court. 
109 '(~ The court in sentencing a p~rson to ma~e 
110 restitution or peI:form community serv~ce shall f~x 
111 the terms and conditions of such sentence. ~n ~hel 
112 judicial dis~ricts of Hartford-~ev .. Br~ta~nri 
113 Waterbury, Sta~ford-Horvalk and L1tchfl.e~d, the~ 
114 court at the ti::te of sentenciilg, shall reVl.ew the 
115 rc~titution plan or community seI:vice. plan' 
116 prepared by the. o~ganization .adDinis~eri~g 
117 sentences of restltut~on or co~nun~ty serv~ce ~Q 
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118 ·that judicial distric't pursuant to . section 7 .ot 
119 this act and shall, upon approval, zontSI!CG .allCh. 
120 person in accordance ~ith such plan. 
121' (cl When ioposing a sente.oce of re.otitation 
122 or ~onmunity service the court ~ay order that the 
123 defendant make restitution of the frui~s of his 
124 offense or make restitution, in an a~ount he can 
125 aff"o~d to payor provide in a' sui.table IlanJ!er, for 

~- 126 the.~oss or .daaage caused b~- ~ch offense and ,the 
~127 court may. fix the anount of such restitution and 

128 the manner of performance. No sentence of 
129 community service and no terns or conditions of a ' 
130 restitution or co::muni ty service plan shall be 
131 imposed vithoat the consent of the defendant. 
132 . Cd) A t any tine during ·the period of 
133 restitution or coanunity ~ervice, after hearing 
134 and for good cause sho'l!n, the court l\ay ~odify or 
135 enlarge the terns or conditions and \axtend the 
136'perioa,' pro'vided the' original perio\d .,lith any 
137 extensions shall not excead the length of the 
138 sus~endea tern of inprisbn~ent. The court shall 

,'. 139' cause a copy of any order !:1odifying or enlarging 
111 0 the . coridi tioAls to be delivered to t!le dr::fanap.n t 
1111and the organization, if any, administering such 
142.restitution or connunity service. 
llJ3' (e) The court or sentencing judge ljay at any 
1lJlI time during the period of restitution or co=cunity 
145 service,~~after hearing and fbr good cause shoun, 
14G tcroinate the restitution or cocaunity service. 
1q7 {~At anytioe during (he .period of 

. 148 restitution or co~ounity service, the court or any 
149 judge thereof cay issue a warrant for the arrest 
150 of a' defendant for violation of any of the 

.,151 conditions of the. restitution. or cocnunity 
. 152 service, or oay issue a notice to appear to ansver 
15~ to a charge of such violation, which notice shall 
15q be personally served upon the' defendant. ~ny such 
155 warr:ant shall authorize any police officer nalled 
156 therein to return the defendant to the custouy of 
157 the cour:t or to any suitable detention facility 
158 designateu by the court. k vrittcn ztateaent 
159 setting 'forth the alleged violation shall be 
160 presented to the defendant and to the official in 
161 charge of any correctional center or other place 
162 of detention of the defendant by the arrosting 
163 officcr. Provisions regarding release on bail of 
164 persons charged vith a crice shall be applicable 
165 to any defendant arrested under the provisions of 
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166 t,1s section. Upon an ar.rest by varrant as herein 
. 167 ~rovidedi the court shall cause the defendant to 
1G~ ~e brought before it vithout unnecessary delay for 
16~ a hearing en the violation charges. At such 
17r. he"1ring the defendant shall be infor:Qed of' the 
17 f I:H1:.ner i.n vhich he is alleged to have violated the 
112 sentence of restitution or concunity service, 
113 sr.".ll be advised by the court that he has the 

.. 1"4 right tO'retain counsel and, if indigent, shall be 
, 115 entitled to the services of a public defender, and 
·'176 ~hall have the right to cross-exauine vitnesses 
.177 an'd to present"evidence in his ovn behalf. 
liZ (g) If such violation is established .. the 
"1'~ cour~ may' continue, or revoke the sentence of 
180 restitution or cOlilcunity service or modify or 
~3! enlarge the conditions, and, if such sentence is 

.182 revoked, require. the defendant to serve the 
:'1:a3 .sentence inposcd or iopose any lesser sentence. 
"84 No such revocation shall be ordered, except upon 
185 consideration of the vhole record and unless such 
186 violation is e~tablished by reliable and probative 
:87 evidence. 
188 (h) Nothing in this section shall preclude a 
189 court fro~ sentencing a person to a sentence of 
190 restitution or comnunity service upon conviction 
191 of any c(~~e in an appropriat~ case. 
19.2 Sec. 5. (m~l:) (al In the judic5.al districts 
\.93 of Hartford-Ne..., Britain, ilaterbury, Stamford-
194 Norwalk and Litchfield, the court oay refer a 

.195 crininal procecution to mediation or for 
196 resolutien by restitution in appropriate cases I 

197 l!herc the victim and the defendant consent to such f 
198. referral. I 
199 .' ...... (b) If a case is referred to ~ediation or for 
200 -resolution by restitution, the prosecuting I 
201 authority shall onter a nolle prosegu~ and the 
202 prosecution shall be terminated and the defendant I 
203 "released from en s·tony • 
20Q' Cc). If tle'dia tion is unsuccessful or the, 
205 'person fails to co~ply vith the teres of the i 
206 mediation or restitution plan, a nev prosecution 
207 ~ay be initiated uithin thirteen conths. 
208 Sec. 6. (HEI1} The state's attorney for the 
209 juaicial districts of Hartford-ReV . Britain, 
210 Uaterbury, Stamford-Horvalt and Litchfield shall 
211 hire a case manager \(ho shall revie~ all crininal I 
212 ca~es filed in the judicia 1 district to deter:;:ine ! 
213 vhich cases are appropriate for disp~sition by the I 
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2,4 imposition of a sentence of restitution or 
215 cowmijnity service or a referral to mediation or 
216 for resolution by restitution. In all cases 

·217 deemed appropriate for such disposition, the case 
218 manager shall notify the organization which 

. 219 administers sentences of restitution and comounity 
;. '220 service. for that judicial district, which 

221 organization s~all inquire of any victim or 
. 222 victins of the crime to determine .hether such 
,23 disposition will be acceptable to them. The 
224 state's attorney snall convey his iinuings and, 
225 recomcendations concerning the disposition of a 
226 case to the court having jurisdi?t~on of such 
227 case. 
228. Sec. 1. (NEU) Cal There shall be provided in I 

229 the judicial districts of Hartford-llew Britain, 
230 Waterbury, stamford-Horwalk and Litchfield through 
231 the office of the chief court adoinistrator and 
232 the Connecticut justice commission suitable 

·233 services to administer all, sentences of 
23~ r~stitution or coci~unity .service imposed under 
235 !:>~ction 4 of this act, and me:H.ation services and 
236 restitution services for all cases referred to 
237 mediation or for resolution by ·restitution under 
238 section 5 of this act. The pr-~aominant method by 
239 which· such services shall .~e developed, 
240 implemented, and adninistered shall be through 
241 grants or purch~se o~ ~ervice contracts to or vith 
242 p~ivate, nonp~ofit organizations, or ~ith local 
243 units of governoent to be ad~inistere~ by the 
244 Connecticut justice coocission. The Connecticut 
245 justice cocmission may solicit and accept fOL use 
246 any gift of coney or property cade by will or 
247 othervise and any grant of moaey, services or 
248 property ma~e by will or othervise and. any. grant 
249 of money, services or property ·fro~ the f~deral 
250 governoent, private organizations and foundations, 
251 in accordance vith the purposes of this section. 
252 The Connecticut justice co~oission, in making 
253 expenditures for the purposes of this section, 
254 shall give priority to prograns in operation 
255 before th~ effective date of this act.' 
256 {~Any organization adninistering sentences 
251 of restitution or coomunity service shall prepare 
258 and file vith the court a copy of all re~titutio: 
259 or cocnunity service plans, and shall notify the 
260 court yhen such a plan is successfully coOpl9ted. 
261 In any case in which financial restitution i! 
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262 ordered it shall be ~he responsibilit; of the! 
263 defendant to cake paycent to the victim or third 1 
264 par!y throug~ the organization or any other' agent I 

265 des1gnated by the Connecticut justice cooreission.; 
266· , (e) Any such organization v.hieh be·comes aware " 
261 that a defendant lIas failed to comply vith a 
268restitutioD or community service plan shall 
269 prepare a vritten statement outlining the 

~ .. - 270 noncolll!ilia-nce and shall iCl!";edia tely notify the 
~ 271 state" s attorney for that judicial district. The 
'272 state's attoLney shall file a &otion vith the 
.273 court requesting that a hearing be held ~ithout 
~274 ttnn~cessary delay to determine yhether -the 
215'septence of restitution or comounity service 
276 should be revoked in accordance with subsections 
271 (f) and (g) of section 4 of this act. . 
21~ . (d) Any organization providing mediation 
279 serV1ces to or administerin,g restitution plans 
280 for persons for whom mediation or restitution is 
281 ordered in lieu of a crioinal prosecution under 
282 section 5 of this act shall notify the state's 
283 attorney in each case in which a mediation or 
284 res~itution plan is reached, and shall immediately 
285 not1fy the state's attorney of any case in yhich a 
286 person fails t~ comply with th~ terms of his 
207 meuiatiunor restitution p1r.n. 
288 Sec. 8. (~1EH) Nothing in this act shall 
289 prohibit or otherwise limit the office of adult 
290 probation from carrying out its' duties ana 

.. 29-1 responsihilities pursuant to sections 5 l1-103a to 
292 54-108, inclusive, of the general statutes. 
293 Sec. 9. (NE~) The chief court administrator 
294~ahall serve as chair~an of an advisory committee 
295 co~sisting of the chief court adcinistrator, the 
296 ch1ef state's attorney, the chief public defender 
·291 the state's attorneys for t ne judicial district~ 
2~~ of Hartford-Hew Britain, Wate~bury, Staoford-
299 Ror~alk ana Litchfield, one member of the 
300 conn~cticut Bar Association appointed by the 
301 prcs1dent of the association, and one member of an 
302 o~ga~ization .advocating the rights of crime 
303 V1ctl.t:lS appo~nted by the chairnan of the cJ:ioinal 
304 injur.ies compensation. board. Hot later than 
305 ninety days a:ter the effective date of this act 
306 the c?l:Ioi ttee shall develop guidelines' t~ 
307 deter~7ne the suitability o£ restitution, • 
308 c9~o~nLty zervice or referral to mediation in 
309 cr~m1nal cases. The c~mmittee shall establiSh 
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appropriate ranges of restitution according to 
victim loss, and ranges of coccunity service hours 
according to the severity of the offense. The 
chief court adzinistrator nay request staff and 
technical assistance through any organizations or 
consultants deemed appropriate. 

Sec. 10; (!lEY) The Connecticut justice 
comoission shall (1) secure an independent 
evaluation of the services provided under sections 
1 ·to 11, in cl usive, of this act, including a 
specific evaluation of their impact on the 
reduction of prison overcro~ding and. speeding 
court process~ng, vhich evaluation shall ~e 
subcitted to the governor and the general aszenb~1 
not later than February 8, 1984, and (2) es~ablish 
a mechanise to nonitor on a regular basLs all 
services provided under sections 1 to 10, 
inclusi \'e of this ·act, research and gather 
relevant ~tatistical data concerning the in~act ~f 
those ~~rvi~es in ~chieving t~e purposes .o~ th1s 
act. 

Sec. 11. Subsection {e} of section 10-1.00 of 
the gene~al statutes is repealed and the folloving 
is substituted in lieu thereof: , , 

(e) If the CObDission~r of correction deens 
that the purposes of this section nay thus be ~ore 
effectively carried out, he ~ay transfer any 
person from. one correctional institution to 
another o'r to any public or pri~ate, nonprofit 
half-\.' a1 house,. gro~p. nor:-e or nen'"'tal health 
facility,. OR TO AN APPROVED COHHUHI~Y neSIDENCE 
\lith the' concur'rence - of -th'C' superint.-end~r.t or 
person in charge of the facili~y to vhich said 
person is being transferred. ~ny iu~ate ~ so 
transfecred shall renain under the juri!>uictio"fl of 
said conoissionec. Ji,HY I!H'iATE TIll.lISPEl1RED TO Ali 
APPROVED CONtiOUITY RESIDEnCE SHALL ALSO BE SUBJECT 
TO SPECIFICALLY PRESCRIc~n SUPERVISIOR BY 
PERSmmEJ. OF THE Dr:?AR':LliE~:T OF COil?ECTIOHS UHTIL 
HIS DEFIlHTE OR INDETEmIIlI:'TE SEUTEHCE IS 
COriPLETEO. 

Sec. 12. Subsection (a} of 
the general statutes, as aaenned 
public act 81-437, is repealed 
is substituted in lieu thereof: 

section 54-63d of 
by section 4 of 
and the follouing 

Ca) Upon notification by a police officor 
pursuant to section 5~-63c that an arresteu p0r50n 
has not posted bail, a bail co~nissioner shall 
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358 promptly conduct an" interviev and investigation as 
359 specified in subdivisions (1) and (2) o~ 
360 subsection Cal of section 54-63b and. based upon 
361 criteria established pursuant to subdivision (2) 
362 of subsection (c) of section 54-63b, he shall 
363 promptly order release of such persoll> on the first 
364 of the f'C?llo'oling c'onditions of release found 
365 su fficient to provi.de reasonable assurance of his 
366 appeara'nce in c:ourt: (1) Upon his execution of a 
367 written procise to appear; (~ UPO~ HIS EXECUTION 
360 OP A URITTER PRO~ISE TO APPEAR OU CONDITION HE 
369 REnAIN UlIOER THE SUPERVISI03 OF THE BAIL 
370 COliMISSIOtT; flL upon his execution of. a bond 
371 ~ithout surety 1n no greater amount than 
372 necessary; ((3)] J~L upon his exe~tion of a bond 
373 with .surety in no greater amount ~~an necessary. 
37lJ If the person is unable to .me:at financial 
375 conditions of release ordered by the bail 
376 comcissioner. he· shall so inforo the court in a 
377 report' prepared pursuant to sUbQjvision (4) of 
378 subsection Ca) of section 54-63b. If the bail 
379 commissioner determines that conditions of release 
380 other ~han financial OR SITPERVISORY ~re necessary 
3.81 to provide reasonable assurance of t.he appearance 
382 of such person in court, he shall provide, in lieu 
383 of ordering the release of s~ch person, a 
384 recommendation regarding the teros and conditions 
385 of release in the report. 
3ab Se~. 13. (?rE~) (a) The COllnectlcut justice 
387 commission shall conduct a study of the inpact of 
388 sentencing defendants to a period of restitution 
389 or community serVice, as authorized by section 4 

.390 of this act, and o~ referring dcfene~nts and their. 
391 victims to mediation or resolving t~eir dispute by 
392 restitution, as authorized by section 5 of this 
393 a~t, upon .the adoinistra tion of cr.i:;:inal justice 
394 .. i.ri-.. Connecticut. Such study shall exa!!line, for the 
395 judicial districts of Hartford-trell Britain, 
396 HaterbuI:"Y, Staoford-Nor'.laU: and l.itchfield, the 
397 number of defen:lants sentenced to cake restitution 
398 or perform conmunity service, the nucner of 
39~ cricinal prosecutions disposed of by mediation or 
qOO restitution, the nature and a~ount of restitution 
·q01 made by defendants, the nature of community 
Q02 service perfoI:"oed by defendants, the organizations 
Q03 administering the sentences of restitution or 
Q04 community service or mediating dispotes, the costs 
Q05 involved in adainistering s~ch sentences, and any 
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406 ofh~r matters which the 'commission dee~s relevant 
407 in connection the~eYith. 

-.1108 (b)' The commission shall report its find~ngs 
1&09 and reco!aendations to the joint standing 
1&10 cO'mmittee of the general asse!ilily having 
411 cognizance of matters relating to criminal 
4.12 procedure not 1a ter than March 15, 1983, and shall 
1&13 file a subsequent report l!"ith said cOll!:littee not 
414 later than February 8, 1984. 
41?' Sec. 14. The su~ of fifty thousand dollars 
416 is appropriated to the Connecticut justice 
417 commission, for the fiscal year ending June 30 r 

418 1983, from the sum .appropriated to the - finance 
1119 advisorv committee under sectio~ i of· substitute 
42~ house bill S094 of the current session, f~r 1982 
421 acts yithout appropr~ations, for t~e purposes of 
422 this act. 
423 Sec. 15. The sum of forty ~housand dollars 
424 is appropriated to the division of criminal 
42~ justice, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1983, 
426 frnm the ~~m appropriated to the finance . advisory 
427 committec."und~r section 1 of substitute house bill 
q28 5094 of the current session, for 1982 acts Yitho~t 

.429 approriations, for the purposes of this act. 

430 committee vote: Yea 40 llay 1 
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FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

11 \ 

STATE FISCAL !MPAC,_ xes" se" b"t"", 

IU./Hlel PAL F ISCAl,. !HP;:AC;T";:I1:on:"~~:""'----'----------------

.B2-.:1; '. t"9J-q~ 
-';.A._c~ 

StArE ~ (or s&viass) 

STAtE lrVtNUE (or los.) 

IIE1' STAtE COST Car UYinss} 

~CIl'AL FISCAL t.'f?Acr 

EXPLANATION Or ESTIMATES : 

,$90,000 

/. -
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IT 

i S190,OOO 
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~'~b bill would result in costs' to the C ' 
.avings in the future. The cc~ts resulte~~~:l Fund, ;~t th~se costs could be offset by 
~nagers in four judicial districts to re~!..v ~~: bil. s re~uir~~~ts to ~.tab11sh case 
I>eDt of restitution. :nadi.3t'en or cO-':nit ~es. and pro .. i~e !=,::!s to pay fer the deve10 
• .. rvices. Annually, these ~os;s are ;~~1::a~e~"~i~~/1~:15 for l'"r;o:1s r .. !er~ed for such p-
~~ainal Justice for the case ~nate=s and $105 ona ;O,.C~, ~1th $05.000 for the DiVision of 

o the "e",iccs and ad=in1~tr~tive eX~en5"S Fo" 1 "~; t .. e C"",,,,,c:1cut Just:!ce Co=15s10:1 
. the ~!vi$ion of' Cri~lnal Jus:ice and S50'000·£ rh 9.~-B3, :he b!11 ~ould cost 540,000 !~r 

bill appropriates these a~o~~ts froo the'accou~~ t.e C~nn~ctl~ut Justice CO~is8ion. The 
• ~94, ,the 1982-83 Apprcpriations Act. • FAe lu::ts \/itho:.lt Appropdat~on .. in SHlI 

Some minimal costs to the JudicIal D 
. re~uire=eot Co establish 00 adYIS0rye~~~~nt VO~ld result !r~ tbe bill. based on the 

tee. ut these costs could be absorbed. 

The 8avings fr~= the bIll could result from decre~ ed 
acre econoeical means ~nd reduced po~ulation i s costs ~ue to ~rocessin~ cases through 
if the progrs? resulted 1;' r,,!errlnc ~O 'ndi'" n .corr"cticna~ in3tlLutI:ms. Fot e,..leple, 
community ncrvice ... !lo other'dse ... ould h :. b .tdt!als to restuuticn, ::edht!on. or 
to the Departo"nt of Corr"ccions ~~t11d ~:esr~;n~~nca~c~rate~ for lZ ~onths, s3vlnhs 
exact level of "avinl\~ "ould eel'-nd h J _ ,uvO US!:I!: current :>e= e3;>it3 cost~. The 
I>CdiaUon . - on l.>! nu._b~r of C3 -es act all C • or co::::u"ity service, "this cannot b -'__ . ~ . u y re .. rr~d for restitul:10n 
~!.~~!:._~~. s~~~.'!&" CroCI the. bill is nClt Poss1b~~:~_e"'1m'Q at this U=. so an accurate ' 

the provisions of the bill al10ving the CO~isA10n of Carr 
to .n approved co:nunity residence ~ould r~sul eccions tQ transfer ~ersons 
depending on the nu=~er or persons transferredta!~ ~~ec~:!s;han: c?uldresult In s~vin&s 
would have been incarcerated. g 0 t~=e such persons 
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Description of the Provisions within H.B. 5925 (section by section) 

Section 1. 'Ibis section provides all·of the definitions to undertake 

a comprehensive program of comnunity service, restitution, and 

IOOdiation. The definitions were developed with the assistance of 

national as well as state experts and progr.run administrators in the 

field and reflect a thorough explanation of the differences between 

the options of com:nunity service and restitution, and rrediation as 

an alternative to traditional court processi~. Definitions are also 

provided for the type of info:rrr.ation needed within.any restitution .• 

conmunity service or mediation plan ordered by the judge. 

SeCtion 2. This section defines the purpose of the legislation: 

regaining victim losses 

reducing prison overcrowding 

speeding court processing. 

. . . 
Section 3. This section clearly established the use of restitution and 

101 

colIIl1uni ty service. penal ties as post-conviction options allowing a portion 

or entire term of imprisonment to be suspended and the penalties of 

restitution or community service ordered. 

Section 4. 'Ibis section emphasizes the use of restitution and comnunity 

service penalties in Class C or D felonies and A misdemeanors in lieu of 

a portion or full term of imprisonment. Al though this is the priImry 

purpose of the legislation, this section also makes it clear that these 

penalties can be used in any other cases deemed appropriate by the court. 

The proposed amendments to this section clarify that these 

penalties are available in all judicial districts not just the four pilot 

districts cited in the bill. 
This section also provides provision for the re-arrest and 

confinement of any person sentenced to restitution or community service 

who fa.ils to comply with the conditions of his/her restitution or comnunity 

service plan. 
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Section 5. This section foI'lTW.izes the ability of the court to refer 

a criminal prosecution to trediation processing where the victim and 

defendant consent. It also .outlines the process to be followed by 

the prosecutor of entering a nolle prosequi and if the rrediation is 

. unsuccessful or the person is not in corrpliance, that a new prosecution 

can be initiated within 13 IIDnths·. 

Section 6. This section grants authority to the states attorney in 

each pilot judicial district to hire a case manager to review all 

criminal cases for the possible use of restitution or conmunity 

service penalties or mediation processing. 

This section also describes the process by which the case 

manager and comrrrunity organization responsible for administering the 

, 'sentences shall contact the victim(s) of the crime to detennine whether 

such dispositionsv.ould be acceptable to them. The states attorney 

will then convey his finding and reconmendations to the court having 

jurisdiction. 
• I 

...... _ .. Section 7 .. _ Thi~~e9~:tQn w~i;fi~. thlitt the sentences of restitution 

and community service or. mediation agreements be developed, implemented 

and administered through purchase of service contracts with private, 

non-profit organizations or ~ocal units of goveI'l1IlEnt thiough the 

'. 

Cbnnecticut Justice Comnission. It allo\~ the Cbrrmdssion to accept 

private funds to assist the state in funding this program. 

This section describes in detail the obligations of any 

. organization administering these penalties of notifying the states 

attorney in all cases 1 whether the persons .are or are not in coIl!Jliance 

with their plans. It further specifies that in cases \vhere non-compliance 

occ~ that a hearing be held immediately to determine further action. 

Section 8. This section makes it clear that· the Office of Adult Probation 

can continue its restitution and community service work in the pretrial 

and probation cases which \\Quld be earnnrked for their caseloads. 
-....... 

! 
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Section 9. This section outlines the development of a corrmi ttee, to 

be chaired by the Chief Court Administrator, to ensure that guidelines 

to determine the suitability of restitution and community se!~ce penalties 

or referral to mediation be developed. It alEiO requests the corrmittee 

to consider what the appropri~te ranges of conmunity service hours should 

be comnensurate with the convicted offense. 

Section 10·. This section specifies the Connecticut Justice CoIIIDission 

to sooure -an independent evaluation of the services in the bill, whether 

the purposes of the legislation are being met and to report to the 

G:>vemor and the General Assenibly no later than February 1984. It also 

specifies that the Justice Co~sion establish a mechanism to regularly 

monitor the program. 

Section 11. This s~tion allows the Departrrent .of Correction to place 

screened inmates at an approved community residence under supervision. 

(No cost to this section, in· that the supervision can be absorbed 

through parole officers already on line.) 

Section 12. 'IbiS section prior to the file copy was eliminated:from 

the bill. 

Section 13, 'Ibis provision is a no cost provision allowing bail 

corrmissioners to develop conditions in order that a person charged with 

an offense be released on a conditional appearance from a police station. 

Section 14. . This section authorized the Connecticut Justice Cqrrmission 

to conduct a stUdy of the impact of sentencing convicted persons to 

restit~tion and community service and the impact of referring defendants 

and ·their victims to mediation. 'Ibis report will be presented to the 

. joint standing corrmittee no later than March 1983. 

Section 15. Fifty thousand dollars is appropriated in this section to 

the Connecticut Justice CoIIIDission and forty thousand dollars to the 

Division of Criminal Justice to enter into purchase of service contracts 

and hire the case nanagers. 
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substitute Hou.e~ill ~o. 5925 

PUBLIC ACT NO. 82-383 

.AN ACT CONCERNING A PILOT PROGRAft OF ftEDIATION FOR 
CRIftINAL CASES, SUPERVISORY RELEASE AND PROGRAftS 
FOR PRETRIAL OFFENDERS • 

. . 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
Represent~tives in General Assembly convened: 

. Sect~on 1. (a) There shall be established in 
the geographical area of the superior court for 
t~e towns of Berl~n, New Britain, !lewington, Rocky 
H1~1 and W:thersf~eld and the geographical area of 
the super~or court for the towns of Bethlehelll 
~iddlebury, Naugatuck, Prospect, Southbury; 
Watertown, Wolcott, Woodbury and Waterbury a pilot 
prog~am of mediati?n Wherein the court may refer a 
crim1I!al pro.secut1on to mediation for resolution. 
For the purposes of this sec t io'n, "mediation" 
m~ans the process where two or more persons to a 
dl.spute agree to meet with an impartial third 
pa::ty .to w?rk toward a resolu,tion of the dispute 
wh~ch ~s sat1sfactory to all parties in accordance 
with principles of mediation commonly used i.n 
labor management disputes. 

(b). If mediation is successful, the 
prosecuting a~thcrity, upon recommend:tion of the 
family relations or mediation officer, shall enter 
a nolle prosequi and the prosecution shall be 

.. teJ;:min.ated . ~nd the . defendant released from 
custody. . . 

(c) If mediation is unsuccessful or the 
defendant 'fails to comply with the terms of any 
mediation agreement, the family relations or 
mediation ~f~icer shall notify the prosecuting 
authority and prosecution of the defendant may be 
initiated. 

(d) There shall be established in the family 
relations di visiono.f the superior court in the 
two geographical areas enumerated in SUbsection 
(a) a mediation unit to provide mediation services 
in cases ref.erred by the court to mediation. I 

Sec. 2. Subsection (e) o'f section 18-100 of 
the general statutes is repealed and the following 
is substituted in lieu thereof: 

(e) If the commissioner of correction deems 
that the purposes of this section may thus be more 
effectively carried out, he may transfer any 
person from one correctional. institution to 
another or to any public or private, nonprofit 
half-way house, group home or mental health 
facility, OR TO AN APPROVED COMMUNITY RESIDENCE 
vith the concurrence of the superintendent or 

ji, 
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Substitute House Bill No. 5925 

person in charge of the facility to which said 
person is being transferred. Any inmate so 
transferred shall remain under the jurisdiction of 
said commissioner. ANY INMATE TRANSFERRED TO AN 
APPROVED COMMUNITY RESIDENCE SHALL ALSO BE SUBJECT 
TO . SPECIFICALLY PRESCRIBED SUPERVISION BY 
PERsonUEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIO~l UNTIL 
HIS DEFINITE OR INDETERftINATE SENTENCE IS 
COMPLETED. 

Sec. 3. Subsection (a) of section 54-63d of 
the general statutes, as amended by section 4 of 
public act 81-437, is repealed and the folloving 
is substituted in lieu thereof: 

(a) Upon notification by a police officer 
pursuant to section 54-63c that an arrested person 
has not posted bail, a bail commissioner shall 
promptly conduct an interview and investigation as 
specified in subdivisions el} and (2) of 
sUbsection Ca) of section 54-63b and, based upon 
criteria established pursuant to subdivision (2) 
of sUbsection ec) of section 54-63b, he shall 
promptly order release of such person on the first 
of the folloying conditions of release found 
sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of his 
appearance in court: (1) Upon his execution of a 
written promise to appear; (2) upon his execution 
of a bond without surety in no greater amount than 
necessary; (3) upon his execution of a bond vith 
surety in no greater amount than necessary. If 
the person is unable to meet financial conditions 
of release ordered by the bail commissioner, he 
shall so inform the court in a report prepared 
pursuant to subdivision (4) of subsection Ca) of 
section 54-63b. If the bail commissioner 
determines that conditions of release other than 
financial are necessary to prov-ide reasonable 
assurance of the appearance of such person in 
court, he shall provide, in lieu of ordering the 
release of such person, a recommendation TO THE 
COURT regarding the terms and conditions of 

,release.£,. WHICH MAY InCLUDE A TER" OF SUPERVISIORL 
in the report. 

Sec. 4. Section 18-101h of the general 
statutes is repealed and the following is 
substituted in lieu thereof: 

As used in this part: 
Ca} "Department" means the department of 

correction. 
Cb} "Commissioner" means the commis.sioner of 

correction. 
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Substitute House Bill No. 5925 

ec) "Community-based service programs" means 
residential or nonresidential programs provided by 
private, nonprofit community or locally based 
organizationsL STATE AGENCIES or units of local 
government including the public-private resource 
expansion project, • which offer housing, 
transportation, employment and counse.Eng services 
to incarcerated, paroled or discharged offenders, 
victims of crime, persons charged with a crime, 
persons diverted from the criminal process and 
families of offenders. 

Cd) "Residential programs" means those 
offered in "halfway houses," providing twenty-four 
hour care, supervision, and supportive services 

~to pretrial, incarcerated~ paroled or discharged 
offenders. 

(e) "Nonresidential prograns" means those 
programs providing daytime or episodic community 
correction services to pretrial, incarcerated, 
paroled or discharged offenders and their 
families, or victims of crime AND PROGRAfiS 
INVOLVING RESTITUTION OR COB"UNITY SERVICE TO 
PRETRIAL OFFENDERS. FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS 
SUBSl;CTIOl1" "COMPtuNITY SERVICE" MEANS THE 
PLACEMENT OF, OFFENDERS IN UNPAID POSITIONS WITH 
NONPROFIT OR TAX-SUPPORTED AGEI~IES FOR THE 
PERFOR~ANCE OF A SPECIFIED NUMBER OF HOURS OF WORK 
OR SERVICE WITHIN A GIVEN PERIOD OF TIME, AND 
"RESTITUTION" MEANS THE RESTORATION BY AN OFFEnDER' 
OF A VICTIM'S LOSSES THROUGH EITHER PAYMENT OF 
HON~Y OR . PROVISION OF SERVICES TO THE VICTIM OR, 
WITH THE CONcrrRRRNCR OF THE VICTIM, TO A THIRD 
PARTY. 

Sec. 5._ Subsection (a) of section 18-1011 of 
the general statutes is repealed and the following 
is substituted in lieu thereof: 

Ca) To establish and develop 
noninstitutional, community-based service 
programs, the commissioner shall award grants or 
purchase of service contracts in accordance with 
the plan - developed under subsection (b) to 
private, nonprofit organizationsL (and] STATE 
AGEN~IES OR units of local government; provided 
such grants shall not be subject to the formula 
funding requirements of section l8-101k. Such 
grants or contracts shall be the predominant 
method by vhich the department develops, 
implements and operates community correction 
programs. In addition, the commissioner may 
administer community-based service programs under 
the direct control of the department. 
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substitute Rouse Bill No. 5925 

Sec. 6. The sum of seventy thousand dollars 
is appropriated to the judicial department, for 
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1983, from the sum 
appropriated to the finance advisory committee 
under section 1 of special act 82-10, for 1982 
acts vi thoutappropria tions, for the purposes of 
section 1 of this act. 

Sec. 1. This 'act shall take effect July 1, 
1982:~e*cept that sections 1, 2, 3 and 6 shall 
take effect october 1, 1982. 

Legislative CommiSsioner. 

Clerk of the Senate. 

Clerk 01 the Howe. 

Approved ________________________ ~-------. 1982 

Governor., 
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